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Abstrakt 

Datová integrace je v současné době důležité a komplexní téma, týkající se mnoha 

společností, protože mít kvalitní a fungující řešení datové integrace může přinést mnoho 

konkurenčních výhod. Zavádění datové integrace obvykle bývá uskutečněno ve formě 

projektu, který se snadno může obrátit v neúspěch. Ke snížení rizik a negativního dopadu 

neúspěšného projektu datové integrace je klíčové mít dobrý projektový management, mít 

potřebné znalosti datové integrace v rámci týmu a použít vhodnou technologii pro dané 

řešení. V této práci je navržen framework pro vytvoření kvalitního řešení datové integrace. 

Framework je vyvinutý na základě současné teorie, dostupných nástrojů datové integrace a 

zkušeností poskytnutých experty pracující v této oblasti více než 7 let, kteří nasbírali své 

znalosti v úspěšně fungujícím projektu datové integrace. Tato diplomová práce nezaručuje 

vyvinutí “správného” řešení datové integrace, avšak poskytuje návod jak se vypořádat 

s projektem datové integrace pro velké podniky. 

Práce je strukturovaná do sedmi kapitol. První kapitola zahrnuje přehled o této práci, 

především vymezení rozsahu, cíle, předpoklady a očekávanou přidanou hodnotu. Druhá 

kapitola popisuje datový management a základní teorii datové integrace a následně tyto 

dva pojmy rozlišuje a specifikuje jejich vzájemný vztah. Třetí kapitola je zaměřená čistě na 

teorii datové integrace, která by měla být známá každému, kdo se podílí na integračním 

projektu. Čtvrtá kapitola analyzuje vlastnosti současných řešení datové integrace, které 

jsou dostupné na trhu a poskytuje seznam a přehled nejběžnějších a nezbytných funkcí. 

Pátá kapitola vstupuje do praktické části této práce, kde je navržen framework datové 

integrace, založený na zjištěních a závěrech z předchozích kapitol a rozhovorů s experty 

v této oblasti. Šestá kapitola aplikuje navržený framework do skutečného a fungujícího 

(anonymizovaného) řešení datové integrace, vyzdvihuje nesoulad komponent řešení a 

poskytuje návod, jak se vypořádat s mezerami. Závěrečná kapitola poskytuje shrnutí, 

osobní názor a výhled do budoucnosti. 

Klíčová slova 

Datová integrace, podnik velkého rozsahu, framework, řízení dat, oblast datové integrace, 

nástroje datové integrace, vodopádový model. 



Abstract 

Data Integration is currently an important and complex topic for many companies, because 

having a good and working Data Integration solution can bring multiple advantages over 

competitors. Data Integration is usually being executed in a form of a project, which might 

easily turn into failure. In order to decrease risks and negative impact of a failed Data Inte-

gration project, there needs to be good project management, Data Integration knowledge 

and the right technology in place. This thesis provides a framework for setting up a good 

Data Integration solution. The framework is developed based on the current theory, cur-

rently available Data Integration tools and opinions provided by experts working in the 

field for a minimum of 7+ years and have proven their skills with a successful Data Inte-

gration project. This thesis does not guarantee the development of the “right” Data Integra-

tion solution, but it does provide guidance how to deal with a Data Integration project in a 

large enterprise. 

This thesis is structured into seven chapters. The first chapter brings an overview about this 

thesis such as scope, goals, assumptions and expected value. The second chapter describes 

Data Management and basic Data Integration theory in order to distinguish these two top-

ics and to explain the relationship between them. The third chapter is focused purely on 

Data Integration theory which should be known by everyone who participates in a Data 

Integration project. The fourth chapter analyses features of the current Data Integration 

solutions available on the market and provides an overview of the most common and nec-

essary functionalities. Chapter five focuses on the practical part of this thesis, where the 

Data Integration framework is designed based on findings from previous chapters and in-

terviews with experts in this field. Chapter six then applies the framework to a real work-

ing (anonymized) Data Integration solution, highlights the gap between the framework and 

the solution and provides guidance how to deal with the gaps. Chapter seven provides a 

resume, personal opinion and outlook. 

Keywords 

Data Integration, large scale enterprise, framework, data management, Data Integration 

landscape, Data Integration tools, waterfall model. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope of topic and motivation 
In today’s world, full of innovations, everyone has got in touch with information technolo-

gies. Information technologies are expanding from large international enterprises to small 

enterprises and households so deeply, that most end users tend to become dependent on 

today’s technology. Information has become a key interest to managers, trying to assure 

the success of their companies. The possibilities of using information technologies are so 

broad, that they have main impact on enterprise business and accomplishment of enterprise 

goals. 

 

A common trend has become obvious for both individuals and large companies: People 

want their gadgets to communicate with each other and to have their data accessible eve-

rywhere. The key to this is Data Integration. The challenges for Data Integration cover a 

very wide range: from an individual's phone, which has to know the Facebook contacts to 

the manager's financial report, which needs to associate key figures to a world map. People 

prefer to have key information available quickly, comprehensively and without additional 

manual effort. Data Integration helps to make widespread data centrally available and as-

sure communication across all kinds of systems. 

 

Each company usually uses an entire set of independent applications, which are not always 

integrated with each other. Over time, the spectrum and complexity of these applications 

grow and the information dimensions develop even further apart from each other. If no 

integration is available, this will cause an unwanted effect: As more information becomes 

available, the user has to deal with more than one system to have a single overview of all 

needed information. For these reasons, integration has become a key topic for companies 

and enterprise projects whose key asset is data. 

 

Every task which companies and enterprise projects have tried to accomplish in their histo-

ry has been made easier through the usage of tools. Even if a Data Integration project starts 

with no demand for tools in the beginning, it will certainly result (depending on project 

size) in a fairly large collection of tools for creating and maintaining the final product 

(Gladden, 2008). Because of wide range of challenges for Data Integration, the tools for 

solving the problems are still developing as well. 

 

For the reasons mentioned above, it seems necessary to look at Data Integration and the 

tools supporting it from a theoretical and practical point of view and investigate what deci-

sions and also what kind of tools make Data Integration solutions successful. These rea-

sons have led to the creation of this master thesis. The author of this thesis has been 

working in one of the largest Data Integration projects worldwide for almost 2 years and 
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had a chance to observe, influence and participate in the creation and usage of tools, pro-

cesses and solutions in an evolving and challenging project environment. Therefore a lot of 

knowledge which was gained during the course of this project served as input for the the-

sis. This thesis focuses on the high level theoretical needs of the project and put it into the 

context of a framework. 

1.2 Goals, metrics, indicators and definitions of the thesis 

Table 1 below describes the list of defined goals, metrics (used measure for goal fulfil-

ment) and indicators (threshold for determining if the metric can be considered as success-

fully fulfilled). 

Table 1: Goals, Metrics and Indicators of this thesis 

Name of the goal Metrics Indicator 

1. Describe the role of Data 

Integration within the con-

text of Data Management. 

Does the description explain 

the areas of Data Integration 

and Data Management as 

well as their relationship? 

The areas of Data Integration 

and Data Management are 

described in theory with 

practical examples showing 

the relationship between each 

other. 

2. Describe the possible 

approaches to Data Integra-

tion in large enterprises. 

Are the possible approaches 

to Data Integration ex-

plained from multiple 

views? 

Data Integration is theoreti-

cally described using differ-

ent points of view or 

dimensions. 

3. Analyse the landscape of 

Data Integration solutions. 

Does the analysis reflect the 

current landscape of Data 

Integration solutions? 

The analysis of the landscape 

is based on studies from 3 

different sources, which are 

not older than 3 years. 

4. Describe the typical func-

tionality of Data Integration 

tools. 

Is the description showing 

typical functionality on a 

high level through practical 

examples from existing Da-

ta Integration tools? 

Typical functionality of Data 

Integration tools is described 

using examples of 

tools/methods, which are 

productively used in Integra-

tion projects. 

5. Propose a framework for 

evaluation of Data Integra-

tion solutions 

Does the framework provide 

recommendations for ana-

lysing solutions and does it 

provide guidance for a typi-

cal real world example? 

Framework must be based on 

Data Integration theory, as 

well as experience and be 

compatible with requirements 

of a real world project 
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6. Analyse relevant Data 

Integration solutions using 

the defined framework and 

propose a Data Integration 

solution for a large enter-

prise. 

Is the framework applicable 

to one real world solution 

and does it have any practi-

cal benefits? 

Framework must be applied 

to least in one real world 

case. 

 

Goal 1 will provide theoretical background on Data Integration and Data Management and 

describe their relation to each other. Goal 2 will look at different approaches being used in 

large enterprises to implement Data Integration solutions. Goal 3 will provide a market 

analysis with current Data Integration trends and solutions. Goal 4 will analyse common 

sets of functionalities used in tools available in the Data Integration market. Goal 5 will 

create a Data Integration framework, which provides a structure and content which should 

help an enterprise to create a Data Integration solution. Goal 6 will evaluate the created 

framework against an existing solution and describe how the optimal solution would look 

like. 

Definitions 

Data Integration solution 

This thesis considers a Data Integration solution as the entirety of technological, organisa-

tional or human aspects which solve Data Integration related problems in companies. 

Data Integration tools 

This thesis considers Data Integration tools as software applications, which assist in creat-

ing Data Integration solutions. 

Framework 

According to The Open Group, the definition of a framework is the following: 

“A structure for content or process that can be used as a tool to structure thinking, ensur-

ing consistency and completeness.” (TOGAF © 1999-2011a) 

1.3 Structure of thesis and used methods 
The thesis is divided into two parts: A theoretical part, consisting of three chapters and a 

practical part, consisting of two chapters. In the theoretical part, chapter 2 focuses on the 

role of Data Integration within the context of Data Management; chapter 3 is dedicated to 

different approaches to Data Integration – in small as well as in large enterprises. Chapter 

4 connects the theoretical with the practical part of this thesis: Typical functionality of Da-

ta Integration tools is examined and categorized based on tools currently available on the 

market. 
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The practical part, starting with chapter 5, attempts to create a framework – a set of guide-

lines for creating Data Integration solutions. In order to create the framework, different 

methods are applied. In the first method, the thesis extracts the most important key points 

from the theoretical part. Second method is analysis which functional aspects are most 

commonly used in the Data Integration market. In the third method, key responsible em-

ployees working in this project – from technical experts to senior managers - are inter-

viewed with the aim of examining the most common approaches to their Data Integration 

challenges. The information, gathered through all methods mentioned before, are analysed 

in detail and used for the creation of the framework. Chapter 6 consequently puts the 

framework to a test. An anonymised Data Integration solution is tested using the frame-

work and the identified gaps are listed and verified by peer reviewers. A proposal for clos-

ing the gaps is given. 

 

Chapter 7 provides a resume of all previous chapters as well as a personal outlook on the 

topic. 

1.4 Restrictions of the thesis 
This thesis underlies a few restrictions. The real world example (see chapter 6 Applying the 

framework to a Data Integration Project (DIP)), on which this thesis is based, is a living 

and breathing project environment. Its course may change at any time, possibly invalidat-

ing parts of the work already done. The framework creation will include qualitative feed-

back which will be based on personal opinions. These opinions may not always reflect the 

opinion of the author or the needs of the framework. Lastly, it should be stated, that some 

project information is inaccessible, due to confidentiality. 

1.5 Outcomes of thesis and expected added value 
The main aim of this thesis is the creation of a framework for Data Integration in large 

enterprises. For the creation of the framework, one of the main outputs is a list of function-

alities provided by Data Integration tools, which is created based on analysis of multiple 

available tools from the market. In order to test the final framework, it is applied to the 

project which the author has participated in, in order to analyse whether there are any gaps 

and if so, recommendations for their closure are created.  

 

Summarizing, the outcome and expected added value of this thesis should be the follow-

ing: 

 A Data Integration framework that gives large enterprises a guideline for imple-

menting Data Integration solutions 
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 A list of common functionality currently available in Data Integration tools, that 

provides an overview of available features on the market 

 A list of identified gaps and a proposed process for their closure, that represents the 

practical benefit for the project “DIP” 

1.6 Literature review 

This chapter describes how the search is executed, which key words and which sources are 

used in order to compare this Master thesis with other available theses and scientific pa-

pers, which are related to the same topic. 

First, necessary key words related to the topic of this Master thesis were specified in Eng-

lish as well as in Czech language. The list of the examined key words is the following: 

 Data Integration in Large Enterprises / Datová integrace ve velkých podnicích 

 Data Integration / Datová integrace 

 Large Scale Data Integration / Datová integrace velkého rozsahu 

 Big Data Integration / Integrace velkých dat 

Second, sources for search are specified as following: 

 www.theses.cz – a database of all university (mostly Czech ones) qualification 

works written by students 

 www.scholar.google.com – this webpage contains scientific articles which are 

available to public 

 www.vse.cz/zdroje; ProQuest – a commercial database which is available to stu-

dents of University of Economics in order to help them to find reliable sources for 

their studies 

 www.forrester.com – a company, which provides a research about business and 

technological topics 

In the following table, there is an overview of the search results. In each field, there are 

numbers of found results for particular key word and source. First number is a result for 

the English key word, the number after the slash is the result for the Czech key word. Two 

searches are executed for each key word and source. The first search is done without any 

advanced search (in the table, the results are highlighted in green colour) and the second 

search is done with usage of advanced search only for finding results, where the key words 

are an exact phrase in the title of the document (highlighted by blue colour). 

  

http://www.theses.cz/
http://www.scholar.google.com/
http://www.vse.cz/zdroje
http://www.forrester.com/
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Table 2: Overview of key words and sources with numbers of findings 

Source / Key words www.theses.cz www.scholar.goog

le.com 

www.vse.cz/zdroje - 

ProQuest database 

Forrester 

research 

Data Integration in 

Large Enterprises / 

Datová integrace ve 

velkých podnicích 

Std.: 832 (EN) / 

976 (CZ) 

Adv.: 0 (EN) / 0 

(CZ) 

Std.: 1 200 000 (EN) / 

3 310 (CZ) 

Adv.: 6 (EN) / 0 (CZ) 

Std.: 320 711 (EN) / 0 

(CZ) 

Adv.: 3 (EN) / 0 (CZ) 

Std.: 3710 (EN) 

/ 0 (CZ) 

Adv.: 0 (EN) / 

0 (CZ) 

Data Integration / 

Datová integrace 

Std.: 855 (EN) / 

938 (CZ) 

Adv.: 234 (EN) / 

110 (CZ) 

Std.: 7 110 000 (EN) / 

8 230 (CZ) 

Adv.: 273 000 (EN) / 

44 (CZ) 

Std.: 1 683 927 (EN) / 6 

(CZ) 

Adv.: 8 035 (EN) / 0 

(CZ) 

Std.: 7873 (EN) 

/ 0 (CZ) 

Adv.: 24 (EN) / 

0 (CZ) 

Large Scale Data 

Integration / Dato-

vá integrace 

velkého rozsahu 

Std.: 948 (EN) / 

981 (CZ) 

Adv.: 0 (EN) / 0 

(CZ) 

Std.: 3 960 000 (EN) / 

5 210 (CZ) 

Adv.: 832 (EN) / 0 

(CZ) 

Std.: 470 958 (EN) / 1 

(CZ) 

Adv.: 266 (EN) / 0 (CZ) 

Std.: 1897 (EN) 

/ 0 (CZ) 

Adv.: 0 (EN) / 

0 (CZ) 

Big Data Integra-

tion / Integrace 

velkých dat 

Std.: 956 (EN) / 

961 (CZ) 

Adv.: 0 (EN) / 1 

(CZ) 

Std.: 1 870 000 (EN) / 

19 000 (CZ) 

Adv.: 503 (EN) / 0 

(CZ) 

Std.: 403 532 (EN)  / 38 

(CZ) 

Adv.: 248 (EN) / 0 (CZ) 

Std.: 2769 (EN)  

/ 0 (CZ) 

Adv.: 5 (EN) / 

0 (CZ) 

From Table 2 it is obvious, that some of the chosen key words are too common, that many 

results were found and hardly all of them could be investigated by the author of this thesis. 

However, while searching the first few pages with found results (ordered by relevance), it 

is obvious that none of the articles and theses are related to the same topic as this Master 

thesis. The reason could be, that the topic of Data Integration is often being discussed, but 

not in the context of large enterprise solutions. While doing the search, interesting facts 

appeared: 

 Most of the results were found in English. In Czech language, there were much less 

results found (in some of the sources, there were no findings at all), for that reason 

this thesis will primarily use foreign sources in English language. 

 Multiple sources related to theory about Data Integration contained slightly differ-

ent classifications, for example Voříšek, et al. (2015) and Gála, et al. (2006) speci-

fies different levels of integration, however both of the classifications are correct. 

For that reason the author of this thesis uses both sources, which describes Integra-

tion theory but does not compare between them. 

 The topic of this thesis - Data Integration in Large Enterprises – did not find any 

suitable results while doing the search for these key words, which means that this 

thesis can bring new information about how Data Integration in Large enterprises 

works. 

http://www.scholar.google.com/
http://www.scholar.google.com/
http://www.vse.cz/zdroje
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 Many sources from past few years, containing Data Integration key words, are de-

scribing concept of “Big Data Integration”, for example studies from Kraska 

(2013), or Dong and Srivastava (2013), which describe topic of Big Data Integra-

tion in today’s world. It is obvious, that Big Data Integration belongs to highly dis-

cussed phrases and for this reason, this topic will be considered as one of the trends 

in chapter 3.5.2 Current trends in Data Integration. 

Important sources, which are used in this thesis, are following: 

 Dama DMBOK Framework for specification of Data Management and evaluating  

Data Integration in its context (Cupoli, Earley and Henderson, 2014) 

 Book Enterprise Design Patterns for classification of Data Integration into differ-

ent design styles (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004) 

 Books Podniková Informatika [Enterprise Informatics] (Gála, et al., 2006) and 

Tvorba Informačních systémů [Information System Creation] (Voříšek, et al, 

2015) for specification of integration architecture and levels 

 Documentations made by Vendors (IBM, Informatica, SAP and Talend) for ana-

lysing the current Data Integration market (see chapter 4 Features of Data Integra-

tion tools) 

 Thesis from Tomáš Dohnal (Stav trhu v oblasti Enterprise Information Inte-

gration [Current market status in the area of Enterprise Information Integration]), 

(Dohnal, 2011) and Jan Růžička (Integrace entity „cash event“ v systémech 

Sugar CRM a Adempiere [Integration of entity cash event in systems Sugar CRM 

and Adempiere]), (Růžička, 2014) for helping to gather ideas for the theory part of 

this Master thesis. 
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2 Data Management and Integration 
The following chapter introduces Data Integration, presents its differentiation from other 

forms of integration and describes the role of Data Integration within the context of Data 

Management. 

2.1 What is Data Management? 

Data Management can be seen as the summary of tasks, designs, processes, roles and im-

plementations that have the purpose of governing data as an asset within a company (Cu-

poli, Earley and Henderson, 2014, p.5). Following the Data Management Association‘s 

(DAMA) Data Management Body of Knowledge (DMBOK) – which represents a major 

authority in collecting and providing recognized sources for the topic in form of a “Guide” 

and a Framework – Data Management covers a wide range of aspects, from high level 

management decisions (like Data Governance decisions) to low level technical implemen-

tations (like Database Operations Management). 

The DAMA-DMBOK2 Framework suggests 11 main functional areas for Data Manage-

ment, which cover all main challenges of Data Management as following:  

 Data Governance – for controlling the entire data management 

 Data Architecture – for designing the global data structure 

 Data Modelling & Design – for low level design and maintenance of data 

 Data Storage & Operations – for the technical foundation of storing the data 

 Data Security – for ensuring proper data protection 

 Data Integration & Interoperability – for combining data across heterogeneous 

sources 

 Documents & Content – for operating data across heterogeneous sources as basis 

for integration 

 Reference & Master Data – for standardization and documenting of data content 

 Data Warehousing & Business Intelligence – for analytical reporting 

 Meta Data – for managing data about data 

 Data Quality – for centralized government of data quality 
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To provide an overview of all 11 main functional areas in more detail, Figure 1 below is 

showing all main areas and their descriptions. This picture has been taken directly from the 

DAMA-DMBOK2 Framework and has been enhanced by quoting the descriptions of the 

11 functional areas directly from the same framework. 

 

 

Figure 1: DAMA-DMBOK2 Framework (Source: Cupoli, Earley and Henderson, 2014, p. 9-10, modified by au-

thor) 

2.2 What is Integration of Information Technologies? 

Integration of Information Technologies can be seen as a business driven effort to combine 

heterogeneous sources into one operational whole (Rouse, 2015). This chapter describes 
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the integration levels according to Voříšek, et al (2015) and will introduce data as an aspect 

of integration. 

Voříšek, et al (2015, p. 162) defines a schema for Information Systems (IS) and Infor-

mation and Communication Technology (ICT) as follows: 

 

Figure 2: Integration model (Source: Voříšek, et al, 2015, p. 162, translated and modified by author) 

The integration model consists of 5 levels, going from highest to lowest level as follows 

(Voříšek, et al, 2015, p. 162-163): 

 Integration of visions, values and targets – the aim of this level is to ensure, that 

all top managers will have consistent opinion on priorities in IS/ICT in the compa-

ny. 

 Integration of company with its environment – the aim of this level is to adapt a 

company and its information system to the communication with its external part-

ners (supplier, customers, banks) and to disseminate company information as well 

as gathering necessary information with its economic environment in general. 

 Internal integration – this level enables to make processes in companies more ef-

ficient and effective through considering the connection between processes or their 

consistency with processes in information systems. 
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 Integration of technology – this level is about integration of hardware compo-

nents, software components, integration of data (which is described in detail in the 

following paragraphs) and user interface integration. 

 Integration of methods and approaches – this integration helps to align all meth-

ods, techniques and tools which are specified in previous levels in order to create 

one unite methodology from them. 

As this thesis is primarily focused on Data Integration, the following chapter describes 

Data Integration as one component of technological integration in detail (see blue frame in 

Figure 2). 

2.3 What is Data Integration? 

When looking at the Integration model by (Voříšek, et al, 2015, p. 162-163) in chapter 2.2 

What is Integration of Information Technologies?, Data Integration is one aspect of tech-

nological integration. Data Integration treats the data of a company purely as an asset 

which needs to be connected together (“integrated”). Instead of having multiple sources 

providing data, an integrated data solution aims at unifying the data to achieve one com-

mon view (Lenzerini, 2002, p. 233). This aim can be reached using different methods and 

techniques, for example by merging two databases into one or by installing a regular file 

transfer between the two systems (Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 471-482). The exact methods 

and techniques are discussed in chapter 3.2 Integration styles and its subchapters. 

The term “Systems” is considered very broad in this thesis when talking about Data Inte-

gration and can be everything that contains data: Be it just a couple of files or databases, or 

entire clusters of applications. Whatever two data sets need to be integrated with each oth-

er: They may or may not share the same idea of the syntactic structure of data. Both data 

sets may have different structures, relations, granularities and purposes. On top of that, 

another effect called “Semantic Dissonance” can appear naturally: Every system has its 

own unique model, view or definition of the world, which means that objects which exist 

in both systems may seem to be exactly the same (meaning they could share the same 

structure and content), but are actually different from each other, because for example they 

are interpreted or processed differently (Trowbridge et.al., 2004, p. 57). 

The following chapters will examine the details of Data Integration, what it means in the 

context of Data Management (see chapter 2.4 The role of Data Integration in the context of 

Data Management), why companies need it (see chapter 2.5 Necessity of Data Integra-

tion), where it came from (see chapter 2.6 History of Data Integration) and what the ad-

vantages and disadvantages are (see chapter 2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of 

Integration and subchapters). 
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2.4 The role of Data Integration in the context of Data 
Management 

As described in chapter 2.1 What is Data Management?, the DAMA DMBOK Framework 

considers Data Integration to be a vital part of Data Management. However, this has not 

always been the case. In fact, the DAMA DMBOK Framework did not consider Data Inte-

gration as part of their framework before they revised it in 2013 with Version 2. (Cupoli, 

Earley and Henderson, 2014, p. 9) 

This indicates, that it is a mistake to underestimate the importance of integration when 

dealing with Data Management (as the DAMA decided to consider it in their latest ver-

sion). 

Interestingly though, several sources are suggesting that Data Integration by itself cannot 

stand without the Data Management components defined by DAMA. Data Integration re-

quires a certain set of Data Management activities to be carried out at a bare minimum, in 

order to succeed. These areas are (Fetsel et al., © 2001, p. 55-56): 

 Data Governance, because Data Integration requires high level strategic decisions 

to be consistently carried out, e.g. which system is the leading master data system, 

where will the integration be carried out physically (source, target or middleware 

system) and which team takes care of master data management. 

 Data Architecture, because every integrated data solution requires a solid under-

standing of the (minimum) two systems which need their data to be integrated with 

each other. The data architect could also develop a standardized scheme (“media-

tor”) which serves as the basic exchange format of the data. 

 Data Security, as with integration being implemented, more than one system will 

have access to the data or data will be sent across multiple systems in form of mes-

sages. This raises the question how to secure the communication. 

 Reference & Master Data, as usually two connecting data sets come with their 

own representation, classification, model and code-lists for data, a proper master 

data management is required. This master data management has to assure that in the 

communication between the two different data sets, a common understanding is 

shared, either by defining one system as the master or by offering a translation or 

classification service when sending messages between the systems. 

 Data Storage & Operation, as Data Integration will always require low level op-

erations directly on the database to be defined, set up and monitored. 
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2.5 Necessity of Data Integration 

With the expansion of information technologies and the rising importance of the Internet, 

companies need to run a high amount of applications in order to make the business suc-

cessful. Those applications can range from standard software to customized or even cus-

tom applications, which can be developed by company employees themselves or also third 

parties, using different platforms, having widely different architectures and being deployed 

to different geographical locations as well (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 1). 

Those applications use a vast amount of data which exponentially increases during the ap-

plications lifecycle. Therefore, manual integration made by humans is not possible any-

more and sooner or later all data assets in companies need to be maintained on higher 

level. Moreover, for application and data warehouses support, the data should be integrated 

from the beginning, because the older a company gets the larger and more complex the 

data handling becomes (McKendrick, 2014, p. 6). 

As mentioned earlier, one possible way how to deal with large and complex data mainte-

nance is Data Integration. However, this solution does not only have advantages, but also 

disadvantages and companies need to consider, if the integration will bring benefits or not. 

For further information, please see chapter 2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of Integra-

tion. 

This leads to the question, what makes a Data Integration solution a good solution and on 

what aspects should a company focus, when aiming at a good solution. Hohpe and Woolf 

(2004, p. 39-41) mention the following criteria: 

 Need for integration – in case the company is able to utilize a single application 

that can cover all functionality, an integration solution will not be needed. Howev-

er, due to the fact that companies usually do not have such an application, this is 

highly unlikely. 

 Application coupling – integrated applications should not cause higher dependen-

cy on each other and all integrated applications should still be able to work inde-

pendently from each other. In case one of the applications breaks or changes, it 

should not break the integration or stop other applications from running. 

 Intrusiveness – the main focus area for changes should lay outside of the system 

which is being integrated. Changes to such a system should be avoided, unless this 

leads to missing integration functionality. 

 Technology selection – used integration technology should not be too expensive 

and should generally have a low demand of adopting additional hardware and soft-

ware. 

 Data format – each application might use a different data format and when they 

communicate with each other, the company has to decide about a unified data for-
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mat or specify a mediator, who will translate data going from one application to 

another. 

 Data timeliness – the integration solution should not delay the traffic of the data. If 

the data is delivered with delay, applications run into the risk of not being synchro-

nized. 

 Data or functionality – the company should also decide between Data Integration 

and usage of the integration solution to wrap application functionality into a shared 

asset. Sharing functionality between applications brings higher abstraction but also 

raises the complexity of the integration. 

 Remote Communication – a good integration solution can work completely asyn-

chronously, however this will make the implementation of the solution more com-

plex. 

 Network Reliability – as mentioned in Application Coupling, the applications 

should be able to work independently, also when the integrated applications are not 

reachable or the network is slow. 

Data Integration plays a key role in combining data assets in companies and making them 

widely available to users of the data (for example employees, management or customers). 

Data Integration serves as a catalyst to make data and applications “smarter” and serves as 

a business enabler (see also chapter 2.7.1 Advantages). 

2.6 History of Data Integration 

For most companies, the necessity of integrating data appeared shortly after the formation 

of database technologies in the 1960s. Companies had to deal with a constantly raising 

amount of data and storing such data has always been a fundamental challenge to IT. The 

newly born database technologies led to the creation of many supportive business applica-

tions, which helped dealing with the raising amount of data (Ziegler and Dittrich, p. 7). 

Until the 1970s, most of the applications working with data were isolated from each other, 

which unavoidably led to unwanted effects in the IT business, like higher costs for soft-

ware development, increasing manual work with data (since almost no technological sup-

port for integration existed) and higher probability of making mistakes while executing the 

mentioned manual maintenance (Bruckner, 2012, p. 57). 

The first “real” integration projects were executed between the 1970s and 1980s, when 

companies started to discover the benefits of Data Integration: Since it involves automation 

of storing unified information on a very granular level, it avoided the mistakes in manual 

work and was generally faster than human-based integration. Therefore it saved costs and 

increased the quality for any enterprise using it. Companies were now able to connect the 
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required data between their most important applications, like salary information of their 

employees with accounting data from another specific department or customer master data 

with customer orders, which could even be transmitted to other countries (Bruckner, 2012, 

p. 58). 

The striking success of these companies led to a raise in demand for higher integration for 

more complex and integrated support of operations. In the 1990s, the first ERP (Enterprise 

resource planning) systems were created as a reaction to the rising demand, mainly for 

areas like logistics, finances and human resources (Bruckner, 2012, p. 58). 

From the end of 1990s, companies became more interested in supply chain support and 

communication with their partners and customers. At this time, new applications (like 

CRM – Customer relationship management and SCM – Supply chain management) were 

created. The amount of used applications as well as data inside of these applications started 

to grow rapidly and they needed to be integrated even across company borders towards 

other companies, e.g. partners or customers. At the same time, the security of the company 

data became more important and had to be ensured. (Bruckner, 2012, p. 58) 

From 2005, the era of Cloud computing started. According to the NIST (The National In-

stitute of Standards and Technology), the definition of Cloud computing is following: 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 

access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, stor-

age, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction.“ (Mell and Grance, 2011, p. 2) 

With the emergence of cloud computing, integration has faced a new challenge, as usually 

a cloud service and an integrated software solution exclude each other, as cloud-based 

software is harder to integrate into the internal business application landscape of the com-

pany. Most companies avoid to move to cloud-based solutions, as many of their applica-

tions require data exchange (Oracle, 2015, p. 6). 

Due to these circumstances, new cloud-based integration solutions have evolved. These 

solutions help overcoming the most technical challenges, like integrating a cloud-based 

application with an on-premise (company internal) environment (which is also called “hy-

brid integration”), but also consider building integration services that emphasize on the 

data management perspective: 

 Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS), which means that the cloud service will 

provide an environment for the easy definition, setup and control of an infrastruc-

ture that allows for a uniformed system integration inside and outside of the com-

pany (also between cloud and on-premise solutions), (Liaison, © 2015b). 

 Data Platform as a Service (dPaaS), which means that the cloud service will pro-

vide full integration functionality and therefore serve as an integration middleware, 

offering tools for creating client-independent maps and flows, as well as controlling 
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and monitoring message flows between the integrated applications (Liaison, © 

2015a). 

2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of Integration 

Leaving the theoretical perspective aside, when it comes to the implementation of an actual 

integration solution, one will hardly find a commercial off-the-shelf product that will suit 

all needs (Boehm and Abts, 1999, p 135); hence integration implementation will mostly be 

connected with a complex and long lasting project. Considering this, it needs to be stated 

that there are not only advantages but also some disadvantages regarding integration. The 

most important advantages and disadvantages for companies are mentioned in this chapter. 

2.7.1 Advantages 

Table 3 shows an overview of Data Integration advantages, which will be described in de-

tail below. 

Table 3: List of common Data Integration advantages (Source: Author) 

List of Data Integration advantages Source 

1. Common view of data Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 473, 475-480 

2. Data redundancy decrease Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 473, 475-480 

3. Synchronization control Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 473, 475-480 

4. Overall data quality increase Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 473, 475-480 

5. Creation of “Intelligence” Halevy, et al., 2006, p. 3-4 

6. Workload and costs reduction Guess, 2012 

As mentioned above, Data Integration is about combining data from different sources and 

synchronizing data between systems. In the process of designing a Data Integration solu-

tion, different data models will be harmonized and faulty data can be spotted more easily, 

which raises the overall data quality (see points 1.,2.,3.,4. in Table 3). (Schwinn, Schelp, 

2005, p. 473, 475-480). 

There is another field in Information Technology which is facing the challenges of com-

bining data: Artificial Intelligence is not only a field which has a lot in common with Data 

Integration, it can also be considered to be equally difficult in terms of complexity, com-

pared to Data Integration. Data Integration can profit from artificial intelligence methods. 
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For example, the mapping of multiple heterogeneous sources carrying data of similar se-

mantics into one common schema often involves repetitive mappings to be defined by the 

person implementing the Data Integration. Therefore, it is possible to use machine learning 

techniques to automate this process. See point 5. in Table 3; (Halevy, et al., 2006, p. 2). 

Vice versa, this implies that when artificial intelligence is seeking to create more “intelli-

gence” through combining data, then Data Integration (which is also combining data) 

should be considered as a field which is creating “intelligence” as well. This “intelligence” 

can very often be seen by the output of Data Integration projects, for example in form of 

the setup of automated processes, which will lead to a decrease in workload for employees: 

The system is basically automating what the user would have to do manually (in form of 

intelligence). The creation of “intelligence” increases the efficiency by requiring a smaller 

employee count, enabling the reduction of costs (see point 6. in Table 3). (Guess, 2012). 

2.7.2 Disadvantages 

The following table brings an overview of Data Integration disadvantages. These disad-

vantages are described in detail in this part of the chapter. 

Table 4: List of common Data Integration disadvantages (Source: Author) 

List of Data Integration disadvantages Source 

1. Effects are long-term rather than 

short- or medium-term 

McKendrick, 2014, p. 6 

2. Logical system dependency Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 476 

3. Technical and business skill sets 

are required simultaneously 

McKendrick, 2014, p. 6 

One of the biggest disadvantages for companies is, that the success of the integration im-

plementation cannot be measured in a short time, like weeks or months, but usually it takes 

years or decades until measurable positive effects become visible (see point 3. in Table 4). 

(McKendrick, 2014, p. 6). These effects could be cost reduction, revenue increase or other 

„business enabler“, which are described in chapter 2.7.1 Advantages. 

Taking the step into the world of Data Integration in a company, by deciding to implement 

it for some systems or scenarios, also means accepting higher dependency on integrated 

components (applications, systems, interfaces, etc.), also see point 2. in Table 4. (Schwinn, 

Schelp, 2005, p. 476). If one component fails, other components might get affected. There-

fore, companies often strive to minimize the impact of dependencies between components 

(see also chapter 2.5 Necessity of Data Integration), however it can easily happen to create 

a logical dependency between systems, for example by declaring one system the “master” 
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holding the source of the data, making the connecting system dependent on this master, or 

also the creation of a shared database between both systems can lead to such dependencies 

(Schwinn, Schelp, 2005, p. 476). 

From business perspective, there is usually a lack of knowledge of the data architecture 

which is implemented in the backend of a system, simply because there is no need for ar-

chitectural knowledge for a business person. This is why data architects are needed, as they 

can fill the gap by providing the necessary skill. However, a data architect will always be 

dependent on the knowledge of a business person, to understand the semantics of the data 

s/he is integrating (see point 3. in Table 4). (McKendrick, 2014, p. 6). This means that 

there will never be one role which will have all the knowledge to implement Data Integra-

tion alone and therefore cooperation is always required. This can be considered a risk in 

integration projects, as miscommunication could lead to wrongly integrated data. 

2.8 Summary 

Summarizing the previous chapters, one can see that Data Integration has come a long way 

and has developed naturally, evolving from the 60s, finding its way into focus of today’s 

daily business. Regardless of its long history, it has long been underestimated as a theoreti-

cal topic and companies are just discovering its importance, advantages and disadvantages. 

One finding of this chapter is that Data Integration cannot happen without a proper Data 

Management being in place and also that Data Management today can no longer live with-

out considering Data Integration as a vital part of managing data as an asset. 
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3 The landscape of Data Integration 
While the previous chapters cover the theory of what Data Integration is all about, the fol-

lowing chapter introduces different approaches being used in large enterprises to imple-

ment Data Integration solutions. This chapter also breaks down Data Integration 

approaches into four dimensions: Integration styles, Integration architecture, solution scale 

and Application2Application vs. Business2Business. Every Data Integration approach can 

be measured in each of these dimensions and knowing the consequences of the positioning 

in each dimension allows for an easier evaluation of the correctness of the chosen ap-

proach. Finally, the chapter provides an overview of the Data Integration market and cur-

rent trends. 

3.1 Integration architecture 

Integration architecture is a very important component of integration, because it defines 

how the connections between applications will be organized. There are three basic ap-

proaches (Gála, et al., 2006, p.326-329): 

 Point to point 

 Hub and spoke 

 Message bus 

While these architectures actually only refer to integration, they can also be applied as a 

dimension to measure a Data Integration solution. Any Data Integration solution requires a 

technical platform to be run on. This thesis understands a platform as (for example) a PC 

that locally executes an application, which can create files for Data Integration (see also 

3.2.1 File transfer) or a server which is serving as a messaging bus (explained in this chap-

ter). While the platform should stand independently from the data itself, they do have an 

important relationship, as Data Integration cannot happen without any platform. 

3.1.1 Point to point 

In point to point integration architecture, each application needs to implement an interface 

which enables the communication with other applications (one interface for each applica-

tion). The number of connections can be up to n(n-1), where n stands for the number of 

applications, which need to be integrated. 

This architecture is easy to implement, however it is used mostly for small systems, where 

fundamental changes or large system growth are not expected. 
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Figure 3: Point to point architecture (Gála, et al., 2006, translated by author) 

3.1.2 Hub and spoke 

The hub and spoke architecture uses a logical middle-layer component (called “Broker” or 

“Integration Broker”), which contains the entire integration logic and where all required 

applications are connected to. This means that it is not required to specify one interface for 

each set of two applications as in point to point architecture, because each application can 

communicate through the integration broker by specifying one interface (adapter) only. 

This approach is most frequently used, because an integration broker enables a combina-

tion of multiple approaches and integration styles. 

 

Figure 4: Hub and spoke architecture (Gála, et al., 2006, translated by author) 
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3.1.3 Message bus 

The architecture of a message bus is similar to the hub and spoke architecture. A message 

bus uses adapters for each connected application and the communication is led through a 

middle component, which is called “bus” in this case. However, the role of adapters and 

bus are different than in the previous architecture. The transformation (usually to canonical 

schema e.g. standardized structure of data element) is ensured by the application adapter. 

The intelligent information routing between applications is executed by the bus. The mes-

sage routing is then executed by a “publish-subscribe” mechanism, which means that 

communication is “published” by a source application and it is accepted (“subscribed”) by 

a set of target applications. 

 

Figure 5: Message bus architecture (Gála, et al., 2006, translated by author) 

3.2 Integration styles 

The following chapter provides an overview of the different fundamental logical models 

for integrating data, also called “integration styles”. All of the below integration styles can 

solve the problem of combining data from multiple independent applications, even if they 

are using different languages and platforms (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 41). Discussed 

integration styles are following: 

 File transfer 

 Shared database 

 Remote Procedure Calls 

 Messaging 

3.2.1 File transfer 

“Files are a universal storage mechanism, built into any enterprise operating system and 

available from any enterprise language. “ (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 44). In this method, 

applications produce files containing data, which are consumed by one or multiple other 

applications. The files of each application may be produced in different formats, thus it is 
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necessary to specify one unified format, which all applications will be able to read or write. 

Also, the time and frequency of the file transfer needs to be setup, as the production and 

consumption of the files may have an impact on application performance and the content 

of the data might have a time critical aspect for the business (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 

44). 

The advantage of file transferring is, that integrators do not need to have knowledge about 

the internal functionality of the integrated applications, because this knowledge is usually 

provided by the application team itself. Also, the integrated applications are still independ-

ent (decoupled) from each other, therefore if a change on one application is needed or if 

the application fails, this will not affect the rest of the integrated applications (Hohpe and 

Woolf, 2004, p. 44).  

This style does not require any additional tools or integration packages, as most work is 

carried out by the developers on the application side. There is a need to specify naming 

conventions for sent and received files to make sure, that these names will be unique for 

each file. Furthermore, it needs to be decided, which system will carry out the transfor-

mation of the messages (if needed): This can either be handled by the integrators or carried 

out by the applications themselves. (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 45). 

 

Figure 6: File transfer integration style (Hohpe and Woolf, © 2015a) 

3.2.2 Shared database 

Another integration style is to have a shared database across multiple applications. The 

applications do not need to produce, send and consume data as in file transferring; all ac-

tivities are done through one shared central database, which is accessible to all applica-

tions. When looking at shared databases, it appears to have a lot of advantages from a data 

perspective; however it comes with a lot of disadvantages from an integration perspective 

(Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 47). 

Data in shared databases should be consistent all of the time. This is true for two reasons: 

There are almost no delays in the data maintenance compared to file transferring times and 

there are no transformations needed between the data views of the applications. All appli-

cations need to have one common understanding of the underlying data and its semantic 

meaning, even before the applications can be productively used. In scenarios, where data is 
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time critical from a business perspective, a shared database offers a good solution, as all 

data will be up to date in all applications in real time (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 47-48). 

However, the list of challenges and downsides that come with a shared database seems to 

be much longer. First, applications using this database can do changes on the same data at 

the same time in the database, so there needs to be a locking strategy in place. Then again, 

when data is locked, the advantage of being a real-time solution can be diminished, as oth-

er time critical components might suffer delays from this. When integrating multiple appli-

cations into one large common database format, the result often takes longer to design, is 

much harder to understand and process from application side, more difficult to maintain 

and less flexible for future adaptations: Adding more existing applications to the same 

schema will cause huge changes to all applications and create dependencies between all of 

the applications (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 47-48). 

 

Figure 7: Shared database integration style (Hohpe and Woolf, © 2015b) 

3.2.3 Remote Procedure Calls 

Remote procedure calls send data across different systems directly from code to code; the 

interfaces are „hardwired“ directly from application to application, usually by the usage of 

services on one side of the applications (for example Simple Object Access Protocol, 

SOAP) and a utilizing component on the other application. The signatures (data structures) 

in these calls are usually defined by the service itself, meaning that there is no negotiating 

middle-layer between the applications – this type of integrations usually happens inde-

pendently from any integration platform (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 51). 

Remote procedure calls are used primarily in scenarios, where a change of data should also 

trigger a sequence of actions in the data or surrounding applications. For example if one 

application changes the address data of a customer, another system might need to change 

the same address as well and would at the same time inquire the user, if a change of invoic-

ing address data for open orders is necessary as well. Such actions could be carried out as 

well by the file transfer method, but would be unfeasible for shared database scenarios. 

The reason is that in a shared database the application are pulling the data when an action 

is executed by the user, whereas in other scenarios data is being pushed and can trigger 
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actions automatically. Furthermore, remote procedure calls can become useful in scenarios 

where data needs to be available in real-time, but from a foreign data source (Hohpe and 

Woolf, 2004, p. 51). 

Remote procedure calls are useful, when data with complex semantic meaning need to be 

transmitted, as the remote interfaces need to abstract and define the data clearly and with-

out ambiguity. However, remote procedure calls always induce tight coupling between 

applications, no matter how hard one tries to keep them separate: If the service fails, it is 

likely that their subscribers will be unable to operate, especially when an operation requires 

a sophisticated sequence (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 52). 

 

Figure 8: Remote procedure calls integration style (Hohpe and Woolf, © 2015c) 

3.2.4 Messaging 

“We consider messaging to be generally the best approach to enterprise application inte-

gration” (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004, p. 55). 

The previous sub-chapters have shown that there can be more than only one feasible ap-

proach in the Data Integration landscape. All of the above methods might be realistic in 

some context, as the following chapters will show. However, messaging seems to be the 

one method which can handle most issues and disadvantages on a conceptual level. 

Messaging is basically a file transfer taken to the next level: An application decides to send 

a message containing a data update, which can either be scheduled or triggered ad-hoc by 

an action in the application. This message does not necessarily need to know its recipient, 

it can be specified in an arbitrary data format, it does not need to be written into a common 

database and it does not need to wait for a reply: All of these actions will be executed 

asynchronously by a messaging bus connecting all integrated applications. 

The idea here is that each application will provide only a set of messaging “End Points” for 

sending and receiving data, in a previously defined format and structure. This structure can 

be completely independent of the entire messaging bus (but should of course follow a valid 

business scenario – e.g. expecting weather data from a stock exchange structure is rather 

unfeasible). The messaging bus will take care of collecting and sending these messages, 

routing them to the right recipients, transforming them to the receiving formats and will 

also feature retry mechanisms in case of failure. 
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Figure 9: Messaging integration style (Hohpe and Woolf, © 2015d) 

3.3 Approaches in small vs. large enterprises 

The following chapter compares small scale and large scale Data Integration solutions. In 

order to be able to compare, the chapter concentrates on the differentiation of approaches 

in small (less than 50 employees) and large companies (more than 250 employees) (Busi-

nessInfo.cz, 2009). 

As the following two sub chapters will show, the overall requirements of small scale vs. 

large scale solutions are distributed as shown in the Table 5 below: 

Table 5: Comparison of small scale vs. large scale solutions (Source: Author) 

  Small Scale Large Scale 

Need for Data Inte-

gration 

Very high need for integration 

due to isolated applications 

High need for integration 

Preferred Integra-

tion Style 

File Transfer, Remote Proce-

dure Call, Shared Database 

Messaging 

Internal vs. External Mixture of self-developed so-

lutions and external tools 

Mostly external, proven solu-

tions 

Impact Quick medium term results, 

but messy implementation for 

long term maintainability 

Projects usually take longer to 

finish, but are easier to main-

tain 

3.3.1 Small scale solution 

For small companies, the investment into information systems as well as Data Integration 

solutions presents a high percentage of overall costs. Therefore managers have to choose 

the right solution in order to prevent project failure, which could noticeably weaken the 

company. (Smith, Simon, 2009, p. 36) 
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There is a “trend”, expanded across small companies. A large percentage of them are still 

purchasing pre-packaged applications, which can deal only with one function in isolation 

and these applications usually cannot read data and work with the data, which are available 

in different sources out of the box. This means, that these applications can’t work efficient-

ly until a Data Integration project is executed. (Smith, Simon, 2009, p. 37) 

When a Data Integration project is successful, the company can profit from increased in-

formation availability, because all information are available from one source, which eases 

work of employees regarding long searches for the right information. Information availa-

bility leads to decision correctness increase as well. (Smith, Simon, 2009, p. 36) 

Small companies usually do not use robust solutions from market leaders in integration 

fields, because these solutions usually contain wide set of functionalities, which would be 

useless for small businesses. Also, the price for maintaining these solutions can be on an 

unreachable level. However, this does not change the fact, that Data Integration is needed 

at some point, because the cognitive capacity of managers in small firms cannot face man-

ual Data Integration forever, especially in today’s era of massive data increase. (Smith, 

Simon, 2009, p. 36) 

Small companies have more options, how to deal with integration by other ways. One of 

these options is to realize Data Integration internally, through internal tools. This has an 

advantage, that the solution does not need additional employees for Data Integration 

maintenance as for example the company needs only one employee to implement one solu-

tion for one system. Also, the integration does not require previous integration experience 

and the output would largely depend on business needs. Feasible integration styles for such 

an approach (based on chapter 3.2 Integration styles) could be file transfer, shared database 

and remote procedure calls. 

The other approach is to use external solution for Data Integration, which seems to be the 

more future proof option compared to internal integration, because companies can more 

concentrate on business processes than on Data Integration, which is not their primary 

business (MuleSoft, © 2015). Examples of small scale solutions available to companies are 

MuleSoft (Mule ESB), SAP (SAP Business One) or Insightly (Insightly for Sales). 

3.3.2 Large scale solution 

The wording „Large scale technology” already suggests that solutions based on this ap-

proach always cost a lot of money, but surprisingly, the tools for these solutions (which are 

only part of the costs though) can be cheap, sometimes even for free. As the price is usual-

ly for companies one of the crucial criteria for the selection of right solution, managers 

often chose exactly one of these. However, these solutions also require additional costs for 

employee training and business insight, because without proper knowledge, Data Integra-
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tion will never fully work. Also, facing big data challenge without previous knowledge of 

small data solutions can be very frustrating for a company (McKendrick, 2014, p. 6). 

From a Data Integration style perspective, large scale solutions in enterprises, as well as 

Data Integration market leaders
1
 would profit most from focusing primarily on Messaging 

solutions, as this is considered the best approach for Data Integration (see chapter 3.2.4 

Messaging) and large scale enterprises and vendors should have the necessary manpower 

for setting up and maintaining a message bus. Other integration styles are supported by 

integrators as well, most probably because these integration styles might be easier to im-

plement. However they can become much harder to maintain, create stronger system de-

pendencies and are therefore more costly in the long term (see also chapter 3.2 Integration 

styles). 

Summarizing, when comparing small vs. large scale solutions, one can see that in case of 

small companies, the desire for having integrated solutions is higher, however the used 

styles focus mostly on simpler and less future proof methods. Large enterprises should 

prefer doing integration in a “proper” way, meaning that they choose more complex but 

future proof solutions. 

3.4 Business2Business vs. Application2Application 

The definition of Business2Business (B2B) is not clearly specified, as it has been used in 

many companies within different contexts, having developed into some sort of 

“Buzzword” (Bussler, 2003, p. 3). This thesis proposes to differentiate between B2B and 

A2A (Appilcation2Application) by assuming that B2B is about sending messages between 

systems of different companies, while A2A is solely centred around integrating applica-

tions within the same company (Adusupalli, 2013). 

Both methods share their advantages, disadvantages and challenges and have already been 

discussed from a technical standpoint in chapter 2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of In-

tegration, which remain the common challenges for both types of Data Integration. In the 

following paragraphs the major differences between B2B and A2A challenges will be 

highlighted. 

  

                                                 

1
 Currently, the leaders in market of big data integration solutions are well-known companies like 

Oracle, IBM, SAP and Informatica (DAO Research, 2015, p. 1; Gartner, 2015a) 
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B2B Integration 

This thesis classifies B2B Integration as any flow of data crossing the “border” between 

companies. The main challenge of B2B integration is to incorporate the most heterogene-

ous data landscapes with each other: As every business defines their own data architec-

tures, finding common models even for the same kind of business (Wende, 2007, p. 317) 

can be very hard to achieve. A company can of course decide to integrate their systems 

manually with each system of their various partner, however this can quickly turn into a 

nightmare, as the partner companies can also change their systems and interfaces at any 

time. To accommodate this problem, several organizations, like Microsoft, IBM, SAP, 

Intel, Hewlett Packard and even the United Nations have developed multiple sets of stand-

ards which can be used by any company to exchange electronic messages with each other. 

Known formats include examples like “RosettaNet”, “e-speak” and “UN/EDIFACT” 

(Kim, et.al, 2003, p.318). 

To give an idea, what these standards look like and not to exceed the scope of this thesis, 

only UN/EDIFACT will briefly be explained in the following. The UN/EDIFACT (United 

Nations/Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport) defines 

a set of rules and guidelines for the implementation of EDIFACT, as well as a so called 

“Directory”, which is effectively a large list of possible EDIFACT message types and a 

detailed definition of the fields in such messages, as well as descriptions and technical at-

tributes, such as cardinality (how often a field can appear); (UNECE, 2016a). 

One practical example of such a message is the message type “IFTMIN” (UNECE, 2016b), 

which is supposed to be used as an instruction message for the transportation of goods be-

tween two trading partners. It contains detailed information about the goods to deliver, 

surrounding containers, origin, destination, involved parties. The information in an 

EDIFACT message is usually stored in multiple lines, which could look like this: 

GDS+4++3+4711+++Eau de Cologne’ 

NAD+ST+0815+++HP Headquarters+Hewlett-Packard+1st Street [...]’ 

The two lines from a fictional IFTMIN message above represent two so-called “Seg-

ments”: GDS (Nature of Goods) and NAD (Party Name and Address, segment is shortened 

in the example). Each segment can store different amounts of information, of which most 

are optional. Each field is separated by a “+” delimiter. The information that is represented 

by the above example is well defined in the IFTMIN standard and informs the receiver 

about the following information: 
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Table 6: Extracted Fields from an IFTMIN message (Source: Author) 

Position Field meaning Value (and Meaning) 

1st segment, 1st field Segment Identifier GDS (Nature of Goods) 

1st segment, 2
nd

 field Cargo Type 4 (High value consignment) 

1st segment, 4
th

 field Responsible Agency 3 (IATA) 

1st segment, 5
th

 field Product Code 4711 (System code for product 

identification) 

1st segment, 8
th

 field Product Name Eau de Cologne 

2nd segment, 1st field Segment Identifier NAD (Party Information) 

2
nd

 segment, 2
nd

 field Party Function ST (“Ship to” Party, Receiver 

of goods) 

2nd segment, 3rd field Party identifier 0815 (System code for party 

identification) 

2
nd

 segment, 6
th

 field Name and Address HP Headquarters 

2
nd

 segment, 7
th

 field Party Name Hewlett-Packard 

2
nd

 segment, 8
th

 field Address Line 1
st
 Street 

Having a standard like EDIFACT brings a lot of advantages with it, as it allows companies 

to send structured information to each other, in a pre-defined, durable format (EDIFACT is 

ISO certified since 1988); (ISO, © 2016). However, it also only solves a few of the integra-

tion challenges. For example, the “Party identifier” in Table 6 might have a meaning to the 

sending system, but not necessarily for a receiving system, especially not when codes are 

being sent between companies. This means that the free text field containing the name of 

the party might contain more crucial information than the actual (possibly machine reada-

ble) code. 

Furthermore, fields in EDIFACT are mostly kept optional to allow for high reusability (the 

given example above also has many fields, which are simply empty), so when a new com-

pany joins a B2B network, knowing the EDIFACT standard alone is pretty useless, as eve-

ry company can use it differently. On top of that, the author of this thesis has also 

witnessed EDIFACT messages, which are simply used wrongly, storing for example loca-

tion codes (for example IATA airport codes) in the field for Party Name – which is double 

wrong, as a location in EDIFACT is something else then a party (for example it could be 

stored in segment LOC) and storing an internationally defined code in a free text name 

field is not improving the situation. This is of course not the fault of the standard itself, but 
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rather of its usage. However it shows that a high amount of message flexibility increases 

the effort a company has to put into assuring that the quality of the data is sufficient. 

A2A Integration 

This thesis classifies A2A Integration as any flow of data between systems of the same 

company. For A2A flows, as mentioned earlier, the company will mostly benefit from 

higher efficiency due to more “intelligent” systems (see chapter 2.7.1 Advantages). Here 

the integration process can focus more on the internal needs of the company, largely ignore 

external business models and can integrate systems based on much more strict assump-

tions. Since the company also has control over its own internal systems, it is much easier to 

achieve a closely bound integration than it is the case with B2B integration. Also, there is 

nothing wrong with using standards like EDIFACT for pure inhouse A2A communica-

tions. 

A2A and B2B solutions do not exclude each other, as usually a business can benefit from 

both. The concepts however differ in detail and it is therefore a common practice to keep 

the platforms for both solutions apart from each other (Bussler, 2003, p. 22). 

3.5 Data Integration market and trends 

This chapter aims to complete the picture of the Data Integration landscape. While the pre-

vious chapters clarify in what kind of technical dimensions a Data Integration solution can 

be measured, this chapter provides an overview of the Data Integration market and trends. 

Chapter 3.5.1 Data Integration tools market focuses on available standard solutions in the 

Data Integration market while chapter 3.5.2 Current trends in Data Integration provides an 

overview of the current trends. 

3.5.1 Data Integration tools market 

The market of Data Integration tools offers a wide variety of commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) tools. Gartner, Inc., which is a market observing company centred in the U.S., has 

provided an overview of the currently biggest Data Integration vendors and has categorized 

them by “ability to execute” and “completeness of vision” and has drawn a map called the 

“Magic Quadrant” to visualize it: 
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Figure 10: Gartner Data Integration tools Magic Quadrant 2015 (Source: Gartner, 2015a) 

According to Gartner, the top three commercial vendors in terms of vision completeness 

and execution ability should be considered as Informatica, IBM and SAP. A special men-

tion should go to Talend, which is the top commercial vendor in the open source market. 

These vendors are taken as an example for a market overview in this thesis. When looking 

at the offers from these vendors, most of them offer products for all previously mentioned 

integration styles, are suitable for large scale integration and include A2A as well as B2B 

solutions. Table 7 below provides a detailed overview of what the vendors (Informatica
2
, 

IBM
3
, SAP

4
 and Talend

5
) are offering to customers directly. The table has been created by 

visiting the websites of the mentioned vendors and searching them extensively for any 

keywords that are connected to the category. 

                                                 

2
 Sources: Informatica, © 2016a; Informatica, © 2016b; Informatica, © 2016c 

3
 Sources: IBM (© 2016a); IBM (© 2016b); IBM (© 2016c); IBM (© 2016d); IBM (© 2016e) 

4
 Sources: SAP (© 2016a); SAP (© 2016b); SAP (© 2016c); TechTarget (© 2016a); Raju and Wallacher 

(2008, p.141) 

5
 Sources: Talend (© 2016f); Talend (© 2016g); Talend (© 2016c); Talend (© 2016b); Talend (© 2016e) 
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Table 7: Overview of Top-4 Data Integration vendors and covered functionality 

 File 

Transfer 

Shared 

Database 

RPC Messaging Scale A2A/B2B 

Informatica Yes Only sup-

portive 

tools 

Yes Yes Small to 

Large 

Both 

IBM Yes Yes For se-

lected 

products 

Yes Small to 

Large 

Both 

SAP Yes Yes Yes Yes Small to 

Large 

Both 

Talend Yes Only sup-

portive 

tools 

Yes Yes Small to 

Large 

Both 

The conclusion from this overview is that when a company of any size seeks for an exter-

nal vendor for Data Integration, at least the three biggest vendors (plus Talend) try to cover 

all possible requirements. 

Data Integration always requires a project and full Data Management support in order to 

work (as it was mentioned in chapter 2.4 The role of Data Integration in the context of Da-

ta Management). While all vendors have good offers for getting started in Data Integration 

(some of the solutions above require only 1000$ for a license, some basic versions even 

come for free
6
), the true money in Data Integration will be made in a different field: An 

article from TDWI, an education and research company that focusses on Data states the 

following: 

“When it comes to the cost of a [Data Integration project in the world of] BI deployment, 

it’s not the software that will get you; it’s the miscellany -- the miscellaneous integration 

work, in particular. […] Why so expensive? Well, it’s Data Integration. It’s hard, it’s com-

plex, it’s perhaps one of the most difficult jobs in the world of BI, and it’s often unsung.” 

(TDWI, © 2016). 

The successful vendors of Data Integration technology have understood that and while they 

are advertising Data Integration solutions as affordable COTS products, what they are ac-

tually selling is a long-term partnership with their company. For example, when trying to 

actually purchase IBM products, the customer gets an offer for an “IBM PartnerWorld” 

Membership (© 2015), which can provide trainings to the customer, easier access to sup-

                                                 

6
 Sources: Informatica (© 2016d); SAP (© 2016d); IBM (© 2016f) 
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port knowledge and will also offer IBM employees as resources for configuring or even 

adapting the actual integration solution, which gives advantages to both sides, provider and 

customer. 

Some vendors go even one step further and offer their solutions as so called “Commercial 

Open Source Software” (COSS), the most prominent, leading example being Talend (© 

2016a). The idea of COSS is to give the customer full access to the Data Integration Soft-

ware and its source code, free of charge. While this is a very tempting offer, especially 

when the interested company has developers available in house, who could potentially en-

hance the open source code, these offers come with a few disadvantages: As with any free 

product, COSS are shipped without any support (however it is of course possible to buy 

additional support). On top of that, most COSS products represent only a basic version; 

more advanced features have to be bought commercially as an add-on (Astera, © 2014, p. 

2). Therefore, COSS solutions have most advantages for companies having employees 

with high technical skills. 

3.5.2 Current trends in Data Integration 

When the author of this thesis was doing a literature review (see chapter 1.6 Literature 

review), one of the findings was, that while searching for the phrase “Data Integration”, the 

results often referenced to topic of “Big Data Integration” and generally “Big data” (for 

example Dong and Srivastava, 2013). The conclusion is that these topics should be consid-

ered as one of the trends in Data Integration. This chapter will focus on describing these 

topics. Also, an indispensable amount of search results for Data Integration were related to 

medical topics. It seems like Data Integration plays a big role in medicine, hence this topic 

is highlighted as one of the current trends as well. The next trend in this chapter is the so 

called “Internet of things”, which is considered as one of the latest trends (Tata Consultan-

cy Services, © 2015). 

Big Data has become one of the biggest trends in the Information Technology industry and 

is often considered to be a “buzzword” and Kraska (2013, p. 84) even considered it as a 

“Buzzword of the Year [2013]”. The reason for that is that there is a large variety of defini-

tions available which quickly puts the word out of context (De Mauro, 2015, p. 97). To 

summarize, Big data is characterized by large volume of data, ranging from Terabytes to 

Exabytes (According to Munroe, 2014, Google has been estimated to store an unconfirmed 

total data size of 10-15 Exabytes) with wide variety of types (like audios, videos, tables) 

and request for high velocity and high volume processing (like real-time, batch), (Rouse, 

2014a). The challenges of Big Data and Integration have a lot in common and one could 

say that integrating two Big Data sources with each other is the most extreme form of inte-

gration, as it will provide the largest set of challenges in all dimensions. To cope with such 

challenges, new paradigms and technologies are evolving; one of them is Apache Hadoop. 

Hadoop is a free open source platform based on Google Inc.’s MapReduce programming 
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model (Jeffrey and Ghemawat, 2004), which allows parallel processing of large amounts of 

data using distributed computing (Hadoop, © 2014). Both Hadoop and MapReduce have 

been mentioned as the most popular programming models and most commonly used im-

plementation for Big Data Integration (Assuncao, et al, 2014, p. 14). Since Hadoop is con-

sidered to be the most prominent technology associated with Big Data, it is a strongly 

required skill for integrators when looking for job offers. 

Another trend, found in search for Data Integration topic and which is also related to the 

trend of Big data, is its role within life and medical sciences. One interesting example is 

the Abcam company. Abcam is a scientific company evolving since 1998, which collects 

large amounts of data from multiple sources, largely focused on medical researches, stud-

ies, tests, results and data sheets (which can easily grow into the category of "Big Data"). 

The gathered data is analysed to get information about current viruses, cancer proteins, etc. 

This data is then used for producing antibodies which will defeat the actual human sick-

nesses. The big advantage for Abcam's business is that they are trying to produce the high-

est quality proteins possible and for that they do not need only research data from their 

own institute but also the accumulated knowledge that is being produced by researches 

worldwide. Whenever an external research is being conducted on one of Abcam's proteins, 

they collect all the data about that and try to extract the most important information for that 

- through Data Integration they basically can gain knowledge easily and for "free" (Abcam 

© 1998-2015; Internal source). 

Another subject which is currently trending in IT community discussions is the “Internet of 

things”. The Internet of things is more a future trend in IT, which is considering the trend 

of daily-life objects (like phones, watches, TVs, light switches) to become “intelligent 

gadgets” by connecting them and enabling communication with the Internet (Shancang, et 

al, 2015). The Internet has so far been greatly dependent on humans, because the majority 

of the data needs to be first created and inserted by them. The time and costs which result 

from this, lead to new approaches, how to automate the collection, integration and analysis 

of the data. The idea of the Internet of things is that with all connected devices, data can be 

gathered without human intervention and people will just get results of the data (Rouse, 

2014b). Since gadgets are being produced by a multitude of companies, Data Integration 

for all such devices will become more and more important in the future, as it will open up 

new business possibilities. For example when a gadget breaks and needs some reparation, 

it could automatically send data to the store in which the gadget was bought and a shop 

assistant can call the gadget owner and offer him good service immediately. 

  

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1312.4722.pdf%20p.%2014
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3.6 Summary 

To summarize all previous subchapters, this thesis has described multiple Data Integration 

approaches, which might be used by large companies and provided an analysis of the Data 

Integration landscape. Several sources which are not older than 3 years have been taken 

into consideration (Bruckner, 2012; McKendrick 2014; Guess 2012; Oracle, 2015; 

Mulesoft, © 2015; Assuncao, et al, 2014; Kraska, 2013). Concluding from the analysed 

sources, Data Integration can be split into 4 possible approaches (File transfer, Shared da-

tabase, Remote Procedure Calls and Messaging). Considering the findings of the second 

part of the chapter, which compared possible Data Integration solutions (Small scale vs. 

Large scale, Internal vs. External solution), the conclusion is that small scale internal solu-

tions usually use File transfer, Shared database and Remote Procedure calls approaches. 

Large scale solutions on the other hand are usually so complex, that the Messaging solu-

tion seems to be the most advanced, but also most sophisticated solution that can cope with 

all challenges – and therefore it is also used by current market leaders. 
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4 Features of Data Integration tools 
This chapter analyses multiple Data Integration tools available on the market with the aim 

of providing a list of categories for functionality which can be commonly found in most 

Data Integration tools. Chapter 4.1 Analysis of common functionality in Data Integration 

tools describes which tools were chosen for analysis, which sources were considered for 

analysis and summarizes the results on a high level, chapter 4.2 Common functionality in 

detail and its sub chapters provide the detailed description of functionalities and chapter 

4.3 Summary provides a short summary and findings resulting from the analysis. 

4.1 Analysis of common functionality in Data Integration 
tools 

To find out which functionalities in Data Integration can be most commonly found across 

multiple Data Integration tools, the most helpful sources that can be found are marketing 

material, mostly in form of video-tutorials, white-papers and webinar recordings. 

Additionally, some companies offer trial versions of their products (Informatica, © 2016e) 

or, as mentioned in chapter 3.5.1 Data Integration tools market are completely open source 

and therefore free to download including their documentation (Talend, © 2016b). These 

applications have been downloaded and analysed as a part of this examination. 

Since most of the tools are very feature rich, it takes a long time to learn all available func-

tionality and most vendors only offer training in their Data Integration applications for a 

high training course fee, it would exceed the focus of this thesis to explore all available 

tools on the market in detail. Therefore, this chapter primarily focuses on the four leading 

Data Integration tool providers in detail mentioned in chapter 3.5.1 Data Integration tools 

market (Informatica, IBM and SAP for COTS and Talend for COSS). To provide an idea 

how big the market for Data Integration really is, the below list provides an overview of 

the tools which are being offered by the vendors in connection with Data Integration and 

Data Management. The list has been reduced to the most relevant findings related to Data 

Integration, including short descriptions of each tool: 
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Table 8: Overview of tools offered for Data Integration purposes by Informatica, IBM, SAP and Talend 

Product Description Source 

Informatica 

Informatica Advanced 

Data Transformation 

Tool for ETL Processing Informatica (© 2016f) 

Informatica B2B Ex-

change 

Tool for ETL Processing, Monitoring 

and also a portal for business partners 

Informatica (© 2016j) 

Informatica Connectors 

(PowerExchange) 

Enhanced template repository for easi-

er connection to heterogeneous 

sources 

Informatica (© 2016k) 

Informatica Data Inte-

gration Hub 

Enterprise Service Bus with focus on 

hybrid Integration (between cloud and 

on-premise) 

Informatica (© 2016b) 

Informatica Real-Time 

Integration (RulePoint 

Complex Event Pro-

cessing and Ultra Mes-

saging) 

Technology using special protocols 

and tools for faster file transfer 

Informatica (© 2016h) 

Informatica Power-

Center Express 

Free ETL Tool, based on PowerCent-

er, which is used to administer and 

govern Data Integration end to end 

Informatica (© 2016e) 

IBM 

IBM InfoSphere 

DataStage 

ETL Platform, near real-time and hy-

brid capable 

IBM (© 2016g) 

IBM Integration Bus Enterprise Service Bus IBM (© 2016h) 

IBM InfoSphere Mas-

ter Data Management 

Tool for governance of master data IBM (© 2016i) 

IBM InfoSphere In-

formation Analyzer 

Tool for improvement of data quality IBM (© 2016j) 

IBM InfoSphere Optim 

Data Privacy 

Data Masking Tool IBM (© 2016k) 

IBM Sterling B2B In-

tegrator 

B2B Integration Tool IBM (© 2016l) 
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Product Description Source 

SAP 

SAP BusinessObjects 

Business Intelligence 

Data Warehouse Tool, used mostly for 

BI and Reporting, strong ETL capabil-

ities 

SAP (© 2016e) 

SAP NetWeaver Pro-

cessIntegration 

The main integration platform for SAP 

products 

SAP (© 2016f) 

SAP NetWeaver Mas-

ter Data Management 

Tool for centralized governance of 

master data 

SAP (© 2016i) 

SAP Data Quality 

Management 

Tool for measuring and improving 

data quality 

SAP (© 2016j) 

SAP HANA Hardware and Software platform for 

in-memory based real-time processing 

SAP (© 2016l) 

SAP NetWeaver Pro-

cess Orchestration 

B2B integration tool SAP (© 2016g) 

Talend 

Talend OpenStudio for 

Data Integration 

Open source tool for ETL-Processing Talend (© 2016a) 

Talend OpenStudio for 

Data Quality 

Open source tool for measurement and 

improvement of data quality 

Talend (© 2016i) 

Talend OpenStudio for 

Enterprise Service Bus 

Open source messaging platform Talend (© 2016c) 

Talend OpenStudio for 

Master Data Manage-

ment 

Open source tool for central manage-

ment of master data 

Talend (© 2016d) 

By looking at the extensive list of products and features above, it becomes clear that there 

are large similarities between the four vendors. Each vendor is for example offering at least 

one tool with ETL capabilities, or one tool for data quality improvement. To avoid describ-

ing each single individual application in detail, this thesis is clustering the applications into 

seven categories and describes these categories in detail, on the example of the before 

mentioned applications. These categories are: 
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 ETL Processing: ETL, standing for Extract, Transformation and Load, is one of 

the most important functionality, which specifies, what is going to happen between 

two different applications A and B, when application B wants to get data from ap-

plication A. 

 Enterprise Service Bus: ESB or Message bus is one of the possible architectures 

of Data Integration, mentioned in the chapters before. It serves as a middle layer for 

communication between applications and it can create, mediate and deploy ser-

vices. 

 Master Data Management: MDM is a kind of repository, which enables to unify, 

store and maintain Master Data of a company. 

 Data Quality Analysis: contains methods, how to improve overall data quality, for 

example to determine the nature of data available in a flow and to measure the 

quality of the individual data contents. 

 Real Time Integration: it is highly desired that when messages are being trans-

ferred from one application to another, that it will not cause delays on the integra-

tion layer. 

 Data Masking: Tools that allow securing data while keeping the structure. 

 B2B Integration: Data Integration tools that are specialized for B2B scenarios. 

Table 9 below gives an overview of how well the individual vendors (Informatica
7
, IBM

8
, 

SAP
9
 and Talend

10
) fit into this categorization. 

  

                                                 

7
 Informatica (© 2016f); Informatica (© 2016b); Informatica (© 2016g); Informatica (© 2016l); Informatica 

(© 2016h); Informatica (© 2016i); Informatica (© 2016j) 

8
 IBM (© 2016g); IBM (© 2016h); IBM (© 2016i); IBM (© 2016j); IBM (© 2016k); IBM (© 2016l); IBM 

(© 2016 m) 

9
 SAP (© 2016e); SAP (© 2016f); SAP (© 2016i); SAP (© 2016j); SAP (© 2016h); SAP (© 2016g); SAP 

(© 2016k) 

10
 Talend (© 2016a); Talend (© 2016c); Talend (© 2016d); Talend (© 2016h); Talend (© 2016l); Talend 

(2015d); Talend (© 2016e) 
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Table 9: Categorization of tools available by vendors 
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Informatica Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

IBM Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SAP No discrete 

tool, but gener-

ally available 

Only SAP PI 

with focus on 

SAP Products 

Yes Yes Yes No discrete 

tool, but 

available 

with limited 

functionality 

Yes 

Talend Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

It is important to notice that: 

a) The categories above cover a wide range of functionality, but not all are necessary 

to use or buy to get a working Data Integration. 

b) All four vendors separate the features for each category into individual applications 

instead of offering only one application for everything, so customers can chose 

which components to use or buy according to their requirements. 

c) Some of the analysed applications are designed to work independently from each 

other, so they can be easily combined with products from other vendors (see for ex-

ample Informatica, © 2016f). 

4.2 Common functionality in detail 

Chapter 4.1 Analysis of common functionality in Data Integration tools has defined which 

tools and sources are analysed as well as which categories of shared features between Data 

Integration are considered for analysis. This chapter describes these categories and their 

functionalities in detail. Since Informatica is the leader for COTS tools and Talend is the 

leader for COSS tools, the following subchapters focus on describing functionality from 

these two vendors. 
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4.2.1 ETL Processing 

Both Informatica (“Advanced Data Transformation”) and Talend (“Open Studio for Data 

Integration”) essentially offer an ETL tool as their primary “Data Integration” tool. ETL, 

which stands for “Extract, Transformation, Load” is the process of getting data from sys-

tem A (Extract) to system B (Load) while changing the data structure (Transform) so that 

both source and target systems can understand the data, which is a necessary feature of 

Data Integration. These Data Integration tools can deploy the code on pretty much any 

platform – for example on a “hub” (see chapter 4.2.2 Enterprise Service Bus below), a web 

service or in form of an executable java applet, meaning that the actual integration code 

stands independent of the tool itself. This is a general concept that each application seems 

to follow, as implemented flows
11

 should be reusable in other flows as well (Informatica, 

© 2016f). What is interesting about both tools is that every vendor is offering a visual front 

end for defining the flow from source to target, without having to write a single line of 

code. 

All analysed ETL tools share three key elements as their core features: 

 Template repository: For the creation of an 

ETL flow it is necessary to specify which com-

ponents are covered inside of the ETL process, 

because ETL can extract, transform and load 

many different things. For this reason, there is a 

high demand for templates which can reduce 

work. Both Informatica and Talend offer many 

templates or wizards for connecting to 

EDIFACT, SAP, SalesForce, DotNET, OLAP 

Cubes, Microsoft Office, Oracle databases, MS 

SQL Server, LDAP, email and countless other 

formats, to allow easy and faster integration. 

While these templates are useful for industry 

standard formats as well as DB connections, 

self-written exchange formats (for example 

CSV or tab delimited flat files) still need to be 

defined manually. 

 Extensive testing and debugging: Both ETL tools provide watch windows for the 

execution of an ETL flow for monitoring and logging each step in the process. The 

usual output of the test contains precise timing information (which process takes 

how long) and can also output the entire data set (or individual lines, if executed 

                                                 

11
 “Flow” is understood in this thesis as a Data Integration scenario connecting a minimum 

of two system end points with each other. 

Figure 11: Example of available compo-

nents in the Talend template repository  
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step by step) for easier debugging. The output options are as countless as the inte-

gration flow itself, as the tools can offer the output directly into the watch window 

(which is usually also provided as a connector in the template repository, see Fig-

ure 12), as well as external flat files (like log files) or even send logging infor-

mation to other systems, which makes sense, if a company is utilizing a separate 

system for monitoring flows. 

 

Figure 12: Example of flow debugging with performance data and logging output in the watch window (Source: 

Talend, 2015a, 02:58) 

 Flexible configuration: Each template for connecting a system to the ETL flow re-

quires a certain set of parameters to establish the connection. For example, a flat 

file requires a defined name and a system file path to be saved into and a DB con-

nection requires a connection string. These parameters don’t have to be stored di-

rectly into the ETL flow (which would be considered “hard coding” as the 

graphical front ends create the integration code in the background), but can be de-

fined as variables. The Figure 13 below shows how the user can define an arbitrary 

amount of variables, for example suffixes for the DB connection string (“_dev”, 

“_prod”) and how these variables can be defined in the flow. This allows for easier 

deployment and reuse of integration code. 
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Figure 13: Example of flexible configuration in Talend Open Studio (Talend, 2015b, 01:06 to 02:10, modified by 

Author) 

4.2.2 Enterprise Service Bus 

Both Informatica (© 2016b), as well as Talend (© 2016c) offer a messaging bus tool, or 

Enterprise Service Bus tool, or also simply called “Hub”. These hubs usually serve as the 

deployment platform and runtime server environment for the actual integration code from 

the ETL tools. While the codes from these tools can both be compiled as JAR, it is easy to 

execute them on any machine hosting a JAVA runtime environment, however the easiest 

solution is always to deploy and run them on the hubs they were created for. For example, 

code from the Talend Studio should ideally go to the Talend ESB and it would be much 

harder to deploy it on an Informatica ESB. 

Integration hubs serve as a middle layer for communication between applications, as it was 

specified in chapter 3.2.4 Messaging. In reality, that means that the hubs can create, medi-

ate and also deploy services, for example for SOAP web services (Talend, © 2016h), set 

up service policies or also define “contracts” (Loughead, 2014). The idea of a hub contract 

is that the connected, individual systems are allowed to publish data into the hub using a 

pre-defined contract and to subscribe to data from the hub, which is under the same con-

tract. The contract may specify a message format or just a set of fields which are mandato-

ry to connect to the contract and also frequency, delivery information, file sizes or simply 

the message purpose. 

Finally, the enterprise service bus also takes care of correctly routing the message based on 

specified rules. Such rules could for example evaluate specific fields of an individual mes-
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sage and could route it based on the parameters inside. Figure 14 below shows how this 

Routing is represented in the Talend Open Studio. 

 

Figure 14: Example of a routing component in Talend Open Studio (Talend, © 2016m) 

4.2.3 Master Data Management 

MDM Tools in general serve as a repository for unifying, storing and maintaining compa-

ny Master Data. Utilizing a Master Data Management tool brings conceptual advantages 

for the entire company, as it allows for five major improvements (Talend, © 2016d): 

 Consolidating: When data is being present in multiple independent sources and the 

company tries to consolidate this data, MDM Tools can help to identify and catego-

rize the data, as well as to resolve duplicates between the systems. 

 Synchronizing: Once the data has been migrated into one common source, the next 

challenge is to keep all other systems, which utilize their own copy of master data, 

in sync. As MDM involves techniques from Data Integration, keeping systems in 

sync with the same set of master data is as well a task of MDM tools. 

 Service Enabling: Being able to consolidate all data into one source and synchro-

nize it between all systems, enables master data to be handled by MDM services. 
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The idea is that the MDM tool is offering services to gather data from all available 

sources and finally offer one source of truth for all available master data. For ex-

ample, when a person in a company wants to know, which customers the company 

currently deals with, the MDM tool has to offer the correct answer. 

 Collaborating: Having different systems which need integration in a company, al-

so means having different departments using each system. When integrating the 

master data between the systems, it is most important to come to a common agree-

ment between all departments to define the master data correctly. MDM tools take 

care of the master data “stewardship”, meaning they make it easier to watch and 

decide over data, by offering workflows for approval processes or can set up tasks 

for data cleansing activities. 

 Reference Data: The final area helps with automating Data Integration within a 

company. Whenever data is flowing from system A to system B, these systems 

might have a different data structure or data content. For example the same custom-

er could have different IDs between two systems and in one system it lacks the 

phone number, while in the other this is a mandatory piece of information. Refer-

ence Data in MDM tools solve this problem: By making an MDM tool an integral 

part of the Data Integration message bus, every data flow that goes from system A 

to B has a chance to “ask” the MDM tool, what data it will need to reach system B. 

It could for example change the customer ID on the fly or it can grab the telephone 

number directly from the MDM tool and make sure that the target system will re-

ceive all required information in one step. 

4.2.4 Data Quality Analysis 

While MDM tools handle a good part of data quality issues in a Data Integration project, 

there are also dedicated tools which take care of the specific analysis, categorization and 

highlighting of data quality issues. 

The starting point of Data Quality tools is usually a so-called “data profiler”, which allows 

a holistic analysis of a given data feed. The profiler tries to determine the semantics of 

each column individually and could give as a result an ontological analysis of the data set 

given: In case of Talend, the result of the profiler is a percentage match, determining the 

“nature” of the message. 
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Figure 15: Example of Talend data profiler identifying the ontology of a given data set (Talend, 2015c, 01:46) 

According to a report by Gartner (2015b), further common critical features of Data Quality 

tools include: 

 Generalized Cleansing: The ability to update data using the tool to meet pre-

defined data quality standards of the company. 

 Matching: The ability to detect and create links between two heterogeneous data 

sets. 

 Monitoring: The ability to observe data going through the Data Integration process 

to assure the pre-defined data quality level and to raise alerts in case the data quali-

ty standards are not met. 

 Issue resolution and workflow: The ability to mitigate any discovered data quality 

issues by providing processes, interfaces and roles. Interestingly, this feature is very 

similar to the “Collaborate” feature of MDM Tools, as it is also offering workflows 

and roles for solving these issues (see chapter 4.2.3 Master Data Management). 

 Enrichment: The ability to use Reference Data (see chapter 4.2.3 Master Data 

Management) to enhance given data sets. 
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4.2.5 Real Time Integration 

As it has been mentioned many times in this thesis, having data from various sources 

available in whatever target has to happen quickly (see for example chapter 1 Introduc-

tion). The frequency of a Data Integration flow largely depends on the requirements of the 

business case behind. Some may require that a data transfer within 24 hours is fast enough, 

while others might need the data to be transmitted within a few seconds. There are few 

different methods how to transport data from system A to system B. The two most com-

mon ones being “batch” and “real-time” data transfer. Batch data transfer usually transmits 

multiple data records from source A to target B based on a scheduled plan (for example 

once per night), while real-time data transfer usually sends only one record at a time and is 

triggered by an event in the source system (Nadhan and Weldon, 2004). It should be men-

tioned, that in Data Integration the word “near real-time” is often used. There is no clear 

definition on what “near real-time” really is
12

, as it technically should not differ from a 

real-time data transfer. The differentiation threshold of “real time” to “near real-time” 

could be milliseconds, seconds, minutes or even more, depending on business and process. 

However, as it was mentioned in chapter 2.5 Necessity of Data Integration, a Data Integra-

tion middle layer should not cause a significant delay when transferring messages across 

applications. While the speed of the Data Integration middle layer largely depends on the 

architecture of the connected applications, many companies offer specific tools that help 

speeding up the real-time integration process. For example, one interesting piece of tech-

nology is offered by Informatica under the name “Ultra Messaging Streaming Edition” 

(Informatica, © 2016h). 

Ultra Messaging is based on a flexible protocol called “SMX”. The idea is that Ultra mes-

saging creates a fast point-to-point connection (for example to the Data Integration Hub), 

by being deployed directly on the source application server. Ultra messaging provides an 

application programming interface for common programming languages (meaning that a 

lot of manual programming work is involved when using this tool), can communicate using 

any protocol (TCP/IP, UDP, RDMA, IPC) and can reduce the latency of transmitting mes-

sages down to less than 100 nanoseconds (Informatica, © 2016h). 

4.2.6 Data Masking 

Both Talend and Informatica advertise data masking as a strong security feature in their 

application portfolio (Informatica, © 2016i; Talend, 2015d). 

                                                 

12
 Near real-time is „Pertaining to the timeliness of data or information which has been delayed by 

the time required for electronic communication and automatic data processing. […] The distinc-

tion between near real time and real time is somewhat nebulous and must be defined for the sit-

uation at hand”, ITS (1996). 
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The idea of data masking is to alter the stored data in a way that it becomes anonymous for 

anyone reading it, while still keeping the format of the data correct. This can help to pro-

tect sensitive customer information, meet governmental regulations or also to display data 

to a user in the right format, but with anonymized, masked structure. Table 10 below 

shows two data rows, one being the original and one being masked. 

Table 10: Example of Data Masking, before and after (Source: Author) 

Type Name Credit Card Address Email 

Unmasked Jon Doe 4244487462024688 337 5th Street JD@gmail.com 

Masked David Johnson 4724465412113708 880 XX Street XXXX@gmail.com 

Another usage of data masking is for example in test environments of Data Integration 

projects. Test environments can have different security constraints than productive envi-

ronments, for example by making the data accessible to all developers. However, in order 

to properly test data on a test environment, some kind of data source is necessary. Data 

masking provides an easy way of taking a large amount of production data, anonymizing 

the information contained, but still keeping the structure so that tests are possible (SAP, © 

2016h). 

4.2.7 B2B Integration 

The final feature that should be mentioned here, is B2B integration. Regarding the features 

it is very similar to A2A integration (compare chapter 3.4 Business2Business vs. Applica-

tion2Application), the tools given by both Informatica and Talend help in developing suc-

cessful B2B solutions (Talend, © 2016e). 

For Talend, there is no separate B2B tool available. Instead, the B2B functionality is given 

directly in the ETL Tool, as part of the mapping components in the template repository 

(Talend, © 2016j). Unfortunately, the “advanced B2B data formats” that are supported by 

Talend as part of the so called “tHMap” component are not available for free and only be-

come available, once the company subscribes to one of the platform products of Talend 

(Talend, © 2016k). 

For their B2B portfolio, Informatica is offering a tool that is not only similar to a normal 

Data Integration tool, but also offers a portal for the external partners. This can help a 

company to more easily create file exchange services or to enable new business partners to 

get integrated into the B2B network more easily (Informatica © 2016j). 

mailto:JD@gmail.com
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4.3 Summary 

The analysis in this chapter is based on the landscape of Data Integration and is trying to 

answer the question “What common functionality are companies offering?” by looking at 

their product portfolio in detail. As a result, seven main areas of core functionality (catego-

ries) have been identified: ETL Processing, Enterprise Service Bus, Master Data Manage-

ment, Data Quality Analysis, Real Time Integration, Data Masking and B2B Integration. 

All of these seven areas are equally strongly advertised, implying that potential customers 

seek tools in these specific areas. Some companies are also offering free versions, trial ver-

sions or (in case of Talend) even publish parts of their source code, which can help small 

business customers in growing faster and also generates desire for more products from the 

same company, as no freely or openly available tool covers all aspects or all functionality. 

The most basic of all tools seems to be the ETL processing tool. This is even freely offered 

by Informatica (PowerCenter Express). This kind of tool solves the most fundamental of 

all Data Integration tasks: getting data from A to B. Running the ETL code modules on a 

centralized ESB comes next, as this is the most future proof of all solution approaches. 

Finally, and as it has been identified earlier, Master Data Management plays an important 

role in getting Data Integration right. 

This implies that for carrying out Data Integration, having the right tools at hand is crucial 

to the success of a project. Chapter 5 A framework for developing Data Integration solu-

tions for enterprise scenarios goes more into detail regarding this point. 
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5 A framework for developing Data 
Integration solutions for enterprise 
scenarios 

While the previous chapters discussed topic of Data Integration purely from a theoretical 

standpoint, this chapter connects Data Integration theory with the practice. This chapter 

contains a design of a Data Integration framework, based on theory and findings from pre-

vious chapters, as well as on interviews with experts from the Data Integration area. The 

chapter 5.1 Methods used for building a framework summarizes all methods which are 

considered for building a framework and describes each of them in detail. Chapter 5.2 A 

Framework for Data Integration designs the framework, based on all used methods, de-

scribed in first part of this chapter. 

5.1  Methods used for building a framework 

Because the Data Integration framework should not be based only on one study as this 

would not provide multiple points of view and it would lead to less reliability of the model, 

the following four main sources are considered: 

 Theory from chapters 2 Data Management and Integration and 3 The landscape of 

Data Integration. 

 Findings in analysis of functionalities from four commercial solutions (SAP, IBM, 

Informatica and Talend), defined in chapter 4 Features of Data Integration . 

 Interviews with Data Integration experts and managers, who have worked at least 

7+ years in the Data Integration area. 

 As a basis for structuring the process model in the framework, the waterfall model 

has been selected. 

These sources were chosen because on one hand it is necessary to specify basic theory of 

Data Integration, but on the other hand it is also relevant to have a look at real Data Inte-

gration solutions based on years of experience and to find common trends in functionali-

ties. Speaking with experts of the field enhances the findings based on theory and shows 

what works for them in reality. Also, it is important that the Data Integration project should 

follow an established project structure, where all activities are categorised into suitable 

phases. For this reason, the waterfall model was chosen as a template. 
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5.1.1 Theory covered in previous chapters 

In chapter 2 Data Management and Integration and 3 The landscape of Data Integration, 

the fundamental theory about Data Integration is described, like the context of Data Inte-

gration and Data Management, Integration levels, Advantages and Disadvantages, Integra-

tion architecture, Integration styles, as well as Data Standards. All these aspects are 

necessary to consider in the framework, because they are the basic attributes of each Data 

Integration solution. Therefore this chapter provides a short summary of what has been 

written before and provides an overview of all previously discovered findings. These con-

clusions have an impact on the Framework designed in chapter 5.2 A Framework for Data 

Integration. All findings listed below are marked with a number in square brackets, so that 

the designed framework can be linked back to the findings. 

Chapter 2 Data Management and Integration defines according to the DAMA DMBOK2 

Framework 11 Data Management areas, which cover all main challenges of Data Man-

agement. Data Integration belongs to these areas as well. 

 [Finding 1]: In the relationship between Data Integration and Data Management it 

is discovered that Data Integration cannot work without proper Data Management. 

Voříšek, et al. (2015) defines 5 main integration levels, where Data Integration together 

with hardware, software and user interface integration belongs to the technology level. 

 [Finding 2]: When looking at levels of Integration it was furthermore discovered 

that Data Integration needs to resolve syntactical and semantic dissonances be-

tween systems. 

Hohpe and Woolf define 9 main criteria which are needed to have a good Data Integration 

solution. 

 [Finding 3]: For having a good Data Integration solution, it is necessary that the 

company has a need for Data Integration, there is a low application coupling, low 

intrusiveness, inexpensive and easy to adapt technology, a standardized data for-

mat, timely data delivery, clear distinguishing of data and functionality, clearly de-

fined communication layers, and high network reliability. 

Finally, 6 main advantages and 3 disadvantages are listed, giving an idea of what a compa-

ny has to expect when choosing to build a Data Integration solution. Summarizing, the 

findings of these chapters are the following: 

 [Finding 4]: The main advantages of Data Integration are a common view of the 

data, decreased data redundancy, control over data synchronisation, an overall in-

crease in data quality, creation of more “intelligent” systems and a reduction of 

workload of employees and company costs. 
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 [Finding 5]: The main disadvantages of Data Integration are that the effects of Da-

ta Integration are measurable only in mid- or long-term, the creation of a logical 

system dependency and the need for both a strong technical, as well as business 

skill set simultaneously. 

Chapter 3 The landscape of Data Integration specified three Integration architectures (Gá-

la, et al., 2006), which define architecture for communication between two and more sys-

tems. 

 [Finding 6]: Point to Point architecture is used mostly for small solutions, Hub and 

Spoke is most common one and Message bus is similar to Hub and Spoke, but con-

tains more advanced functionality. 

Another aspect is the specific style of integration, where according to Hohpe and Woolf 

(2004) the following 4 Integration styles exist: File transfer, Shared database, Remote Pro-

cedure calls and Messaging. 

 [Finding 7]: File transfer, Shared database, Remote Procedure calls, are mostly 

used for small scale integration projects with less complexity and can involve 

“hardwiring” two applications. Messaging is considered as the optimal approach 

for a (large scale) Data Integration solution, as it avoids disadvantages of the other 

integration styles, however it is considered to be the most complex one at the same 

time. 

Chapter 3 also compares approaches in small and large companies. As this thesis is about 

large enterprises, the framework could be limited to those approaches only, however even 

large companies might be having some small scale integration issues, which do not always 

require a large scale solution. 

 [Finding 8]: Small solutions often have a higher need for Data Integration and pre-

fer simpler integration styles, while large scale solutions are more complex but al-

so better implemented and easier to maintain. 

Chapter 3 also highlights the difference between A2A and B2B and presents 

UN/EDIFACT as an example for an internationally recognized and widely used standard 

for electronic data interchange. 

 [Finding 9]: Defining or using existing format standards for a Data Integration so-

lution makes the solution long lasting and durable. For example, a good standard 

like EDIFACT defines the usage of each field, the format of the exchange and the 

business use case in a flexible way. 
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5.1.2 Functional aspects offered in Data Integration tools 

In chapter 4 Features of Data Integration tools, Data Integration tools which are currently 

available on market are analysed. For the analysis, tools from SAP, IBM, Informatica and 

Talend were considered. The main sources which are used for this analysis are whitepa-

pers, video tutorials, marketing material, as well as a detailed examination of trial versions 

of chosen products and describing, how the functionality works in practice. 

 [Finding 10]: The analysed Data Integration vendors offer multiple Data Integra-

tion products, each covering a different set of functionalities, so the customers can 

chose the ones, which fit to their requirements (instead of offering one tool for eve-

rything). 

While doing the high-level analysis of products, it is discovered that all four companies 

offer a similar set of functionalities, based on which a list of categories is created, covering 

most common functionalities. These categories were analysed on a detailed level in solu-

tions from Informatica and Talend. 

 [Finding 11]: When building a Data Integration solution the most common features 

provided by tools include: ETL Processing, Enterprise Service Bus, Master Data 

Management, Data Quality Analysis, Real Time Integration, Data Masking, B2B 

Integration. 

 [Finding 12]: All analysed Data Integration vendors offer solutions having similar 

or identical functionalities, meaning that these functionalities are highly desired by 

customers. This also means that customers cannot expect fundamental technical 

differences, when choosing a particular top-vendor. 

5.1.3 Interviews 

During the creation of this thesis, the author had a chance to participate in a large scale, 

technically advanced Data Integration project, which has been running successfully for 

several years. Therefore, another important point of this thesis is the gathering of qualita-

tive feedback from key individuals of this project, to find out what their view of a success-

ful Data Integration solution is – independently from looking at other theoretical sources. 

In order to gather this feedback, 8 project members, having a minimum of 7 years of expe-

rience in Data Integration have been anonymously interviewed. The interview was con-

ducted by sending out a list of questions via email. The project member could freely 

choose to reply to the questions via email or in form of an interview. In total, 4 of the 8 

project members decided for the interview, while the other 4 decided to send their feed-

back in written form. The roles of the interviewed persons included (anonymized and 

summarized, some persons shared roles or carried out multiple of these roles): 
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 Vice President of Data Integration Project – full accountability of the Data Integra-

tion project 

 Senior Data Architect – definition of mediated schema, as well as data standards 

 Data Modeller / Data Mapper – documentation of schemas from connecting sys-

tems, definition of mapping to mediated schema, as well as data translations 

 Senior Solution Support – monitoring of live Data Integration flows, error han-

dling, solution coordination and deployment 

 Project Manager – responsible for any changes to the Data Integration product, in-

cluding connecting new systems 

 External Consultant – can have any of the other roles, this role has been inter-

viewed mainly due to experience in other Data Integration projects 

 Data Platform Architect – responsible for the non-data related side of the Data In-

tegration product (server, software, distribution, code or platform standards) 

The full anonymized transcript of the interview questions and answers can be found in the 

Annexes – Interview questions and full replies of this thesis. The following list shows the 

interview questions that the participants were asked: 

1. What do you think makes a good Data Integration project? 

2. If you had to build a second Data Integration solution in another project, what 

would you change? 

3. Can you name one example from the past years, what really improved in your pro-

ject a lot? Or an example, what made it worse? 

4. How do you think does your current project compare to other current market solu-

tions, like IBM, Informatica, SAP, Oracle (or any other that you might know)? Do 

you think there are any differences at all? 

5. Do you think that there is a technical aspect which makes your project stands out? 

6. Do you think that the right tools make the right Data Integration solution? 

Due to the nature of these open questions, many answers were given repeatedly across dif-

ferent questions, by different roles. To avoid repeating several points across these ques-

tions, the below list represents the most crucial, or most frequently given answers and 

findings by the participants. To structure the answers, they are divided into four main areas 

below. 
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Project Management and Scope 

 [Finding 13]: In the beginning of a project, there needs to be a clear understanding 

of the business case, i.e. what should be achieved by the Data Integration. 

 [Finding 14]: A Data Integration project needs to happen under realistic timescales. 

Too short timescales decrease the solution quality. When mapping System A to 

System B, 80% of this mapping might be easy and intuitive, however it is the last 

20% which take the most time to get it right. 

 [Finding 15]: Especially large companies should consider how much money they 

really want to spend on the Data Integration. If a company asks for having a solu-

tion which can do „everything“, they should not be surprised about the costs. 

Standards 

 [Finding 16]: Standards (Canonical Message Format, Platform Architecture, Code 

Modules, Data and Document Standards, definition of mandatory fields for a pub-

lish/subscribe mechanism) should be defined at the very beginning of the project. It 

does not necessarily make sense to have only one data model to define the entire 

business, because a change to the model later on can affect existing Data Integra-

tions. High flexibility of the standards allow for high reusability, however they 

make governance more difficult. It makes sense to have one data model for each 

business area and subset models for each business operation. 

 [Finding 17]: Defining a Canonical Message Format brings the ability to decode 

any message going through the bus into one generic standard. This has the ad-

vantage that one only needs to manipulate one side of the flow, if the system on 

that side has changed, the other interface stays stable. 

 [Finding 18]: Standards should be followed 100% and always updated, when ex-

ceptions from the standard become regular. It also makes sense to revise the Data 

Integration solution regularly to bring all exceptions that piled up over time up to 

the latest standard. 

 [Finding 19]: It brings advantages to build the integration code very modular, as 

this increases the reusability of the code. When implementing a new technical 

component in the Data Integration solution, one needs a clear design first to allow 

for maximum reusability. 

 [Finding 20]: A large scale Data Integration project needs a clear link of mapping 

specification and implementation, so that for each code package it is clear from 

which specification it came and vice-versa. The company needs to make sure that 

the solution is clearly documented and not only in the heads of the people working 

for it. 
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 [Finding 21]: Standards should be documented in a meaningful way. The best thing 

is to have a few, concise guidelines, having less documentation but focussed on the 

most important content. 

Tools 

 [Finding 22]: A clearly defined toolset and people with the right skills to use these 

tools are needed. A project should try to avoid using only standard applications like 

Microsoft Excel rather rely on specific tools like Altova XMLSpy, IBM InfoSphere 

or SVN and GitHub for distributed development. Also, a Data Integration project 

should try to always use the latest technology as in long-lasting projects; technolo-

gies can grow old over time. 

 [Finding 23]: Data Integration needs a stable platform on which it will run, with 

high performance, no delays or failures. It makes sense to make this platform dis-

tributed, so it can be scaled easily just by adding more servers. Also this increases 

the stability of the platform, in case one server fails. 

 [Finding 24]: It makes sense to build integration tools internally, if the right skillset 

is present, as this can save a lot of costs, compared to buying a COTS solution. Plus 

the custom built solution will fit exactly to the companies’ needs. 

 [Finding 25]: When choosing Data Integration tools from external vendors, there 

are not many differences between these tools. The difference between these prod-

ucts is in the detail, but overall, they provide similar functionality. Products often 

get chosen due to preferences, marketing and also skill within the enterprise. 

 [Finding 26]: If choosing a Data Integration tool, the aspects which companies look 

at are the software provider’s ability to innovate, scalability of the product, the pro-

vider’s performance, track record, provided support and price. 

 [Finding 27]: It is important to keep track of messages going through the integra-

tion layer for trouble shooting, as the conversion history in case of failure needs to 

be clearly identifiable. A tool that allows end to end monitoring of the flows is 

highly useful for the live support. 

 [Finding 28]: An Integration Platform, which will integrate many different systems 

at once, will have several projects running on them in parallel. Thus, a good tool for 

deployment is needed, that can take care of different concurring code versions and 

branches. 

 [Finding 29]: An Integration Project can be largely improved when including prop-

er Master Data Management. Moreover, there should be a tool that allows defining 

translation of data within messages (manipulation of message content) as they go 

through the integration layer, to cope with different sets of Master Data (e.g. system 

A sends “Czech Republic”, system B expects to receive “CZ” in the same field). 
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 [Finding 30]: Right tools don’t make the right Data Integration solution, but a good 

solution cannot be made by using the wrong tools. It is most important to have the 

right people with the right skills first, and then the right tools can be chosen. Tools 

are simply there to make the work of people easier. 

Team Structure and Responsibilities 

 [Finding 31]: Clear Data Governance is required from the top management down-

wards. When implementing new standards, overcoming reluctance of the staff to 

adhere to the new standards is one of the biggest challenges. Having top manage-

ment on board, helps overcoming this challenge. 

 [Finding 32]: A Data Integration Project will profit from a dedicated Architecture 

Design Team, something like a council of Architects that decides about each new 

feature of the Integration Platform. Every new requirement, newly connected sys-

tem, every new flow needs to be approved by this group first. This brings a lot of 

stability and standardization to the platform. 

 [Finding 33]: The business needs to stay accountable for the Data Integration and 

the IT supplier should not be accountable. The whole design and functional aspects 

of the solution should stay the responsibility of the company and not be outsourced 

to an external supplier, as the company then loses control over the entire design and 

technical specifications. 

 [Finding 34]: Data Integration involves many roles, like mapping experts, database 

experts, network experts, system experts, architects (for platform and mapping), top 

management, developers or testing managers. It is crucial to have good communi-

cation between all knowledge areas to assure that projects go successfully. If possi-

ble, IT and business should sit physically very close together. Having project 

members located in different time zones adds to the challenge. 

5.1.4 Waterfall model 

[Finding 35]: The waterfall model is one of many models, which can be used in the soft-

ware development lifecycle. The model was created by William Royce in 1970 and has 

been presented in various variations since then (even in the original document, Royce pro-

poses some variants of the model (Royce, 1970)), however the phases remain very similar 

between each variation and the waterfall model until today is still one of the most popular 

IT project models (Balaji and Sundararajan Murugaiyan, 2012). This thesis specifies the 

process model for the framework as an intersection of various versions of the model 

(SLDC, 2011; BOEHM, Barry W., 1988, Smart, © 2006-2011). 
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The phases in the framework will be the following: 

1. Requirements 

2. Analysis 

3. Design 

4. Implementation 

5. Testing 

6. Deployment & Maintenance 

The reason for selection of waterfall model is, that based on previous interviews and find-

ings, a Data Integration project can be broken down into the phases of the waterfall model. 

However, this is not the only model which can be used for this framework, because there 

are also models like V-model, which can be adapted from the basis waterfall model by any 

user of the framework. 

5.2 A Framework for Data Integration based on messaging 

This chapter and its subchapters describe a framework consisting of steps and supplements 

for developing a Data Integration solution. It is build using the methods described in 5.1 

Methods used for building a framework. If it is unclear why this framework shall be used, 

the chapter 5.2.1 Part I – Introduction contains an executive overview describing the use-

fulness of the framework. 

5.2.1 Part I – Introduction 

Definition 

What is a Data Integration Framework? 

This thesis sets the definition of a Data Integration framework like follows: A Data Inte-

gration framework should provide the basics of a framework, which (according to the 

framework definition in chapter 1.2 Goals, metrics, indicators and definitions of the thesis) 

includes a structure and content, which might help an enterprise to build or revise a Data 

Integration solution (under the mentioned limitations). The structure of this framework can 

be found in Part II in form of the waterfall model and the content in this framework will be 

represented by “building blocks” which are explained in Part III. 
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Framework Scope 

This framework focuses on the messaging bus integration style and architecture. As the 

earlier chapters described, there is more than just one integration style and architecture. 

This style and architecture has been selected, as it is considered the best approach for Data 

Integration and as it has been mentioned before, can suit best for large scale enterprises 

[see findings 6, 7, 8]. 

Structure of the Framework 

The structure of this framework documentation classifies all previously mentioned aspects 

of Data Integration into logical objects, also referred to later as “building blocks”. The 

composition, relationship and interactions of these objects or building blocks are governed 

by the Data Integration Development Method and described in the Supplements. Figure 16 

below shows the components associated to the structure of the framework. 

 

Figure 16: Structure of the framework 

This framework is structured into three parts: 

 Part I (Introduction) – This part contains a high level overview of the framework, 

describing the structure, purpose and limitations of the framework. 
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 Part II (Data Integration Development Method) – This part describes the lifecycle 

process of building a Data Integration solution step by step. Each step utilizes 

building blocks from Part III. 

 Part III (Supplements) – This part describes the content of Part II in further detail, 

explaining building blocks of different steps of the process. These building blocks 

are: 

o Organisation – This building block describes the roles necessary in a Data 

Integration framework. Roles of the organisation define solution standards 

and develop the technological solution. 

o Technology – This building block describes the components of the Data In-

tegration solution. The technological solution is built by the organisation 

and uniformed by the solution standards. 

o Solution standards – This building block describes regulations which should 

be considered when building a Data Integration solution. This building 

block is used to standardise the technological solution and executed by the 

organisation. 

Limitations of the Framework 

Missing Methodologies 

This framework does not recommend any concrete methodologies for executing individual 

steps in the development method, however, it does contain generic examples in the sup-

plements for different aspects of Data Integration. The reason for not providing (or devel-

oping) methodologies is that this has not been in the scope of this thesis, as it should only 

provide guidance (Part II). 

Flexibility of this framework 

This framework may be modified by its users to any specific enterprise needs. Any user of 

this framework needs to evaluate if this framework is suitable for structuring the planned 

Data Integration program. 

If this framework is selected, it should be further modified to fit the company’s culture, 

principles or business aims, for example by changing the used terminology to fit the com-

pany’s vocabulary, or by removing unwanted parts or adding missing parts. 

Executive Overview 

Why do I need Data Integration? 

As mentioned in 2.5 Necessity of Data Integration, almost no company today has managed 

to have one single application in place that can cover all required functionalities. It is there-

fore a usual practice for many companies to have multiple applications in place. Making 
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these applications “talk to each other” (and this is what Data Integration is ultimately 

about) brings multiple advantages, as each system might know key information from other 

systems, without the user having to manually look up every piece of data [see findings 3, 

4]. 

What is the added value of this framework for Data Integration and why should I use it? 

So far there are no accepted Data Integration frameworks available on the market or in 

public sources. This framework is trying to change that. 

This framework was developed based on the latest theory regarding Data Integration, con-

sidering functional aspects from real world solutions as well as experiences from experts 

working in one of the largest successful Data Integration projects worldwide. Due to the 

limitations of this framework, it might not be perfect in every situation, but it helps to de-

velop a strong and proven long lasting foundation for current and future large scale Data 

Integration projects based on messaging. Furthermore it can be used to analyse existing 

projects for any potential gaps. As it is written in generic terms and not domain specific, it 

should be useful across many domain areas (for example economic, governmental or 

health). 

Who would benefit from the Framework? 

Any organisation that plans to implement a Data Integration solution or has an active Data 

Integration solution running, but considers reviewing it. 

5.2.2 Part II – Data Integration Development Method 

Overview 

This part describes the process of creating and maintaining a working Data Integration 

solution. The Development Method is based on the waterfall model [see finding 35]. This 

framework highlights specific aspects discovered in the methods described before. These 

aspects can easily be underestimated or also be executed in the wrong phase. The Data 

Integration Development Method can also considered to be a part of the building blocks in 

Part III, however in order to avoid redundancy in this framework, it is only mentioned in 

Part II. 

Each phase is divided into three segments: 

 Objectives – defining what is the aim of each phase 

 Steps – defining which steps should be taken to reach this aim 

 Approach – explaining each step in detail 
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5.2.2.1 Requirements 

Objectives 

Develop the high level vision of what the Data Integration should enable to do, what value 

it should deliver and what is expected to be achieved from the Data Integration program. 

Steps 

1. Study and understand the business case for identification of requirements 

2. Assure ability of business to run a Data Integration program 

3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

4. Identify roles and establish a Data Integration team 

5. Specify realistic timescales 

6. Assess company ability of developing Data Integration internally 

7. Define business standards 

Approach 

1. Study and understand the business case for identification of requirements 

This step should provide a clear understanding of what the company hopes to achieve by 

defining the requirements and should also consider possible disadvantages [see findings 5, 

13]. The understanding should be advertised to the Data Integration team. Therefore it is 

necessary to put the Top Management in charge of Data Integration team [see finding 31]. 

2. Assure ability of business to run a Data Integration program 

It might be that the business does not have the necessary competence to run a Data Integra-

tion or Data Management project. In that case it seems necessary, that the company builds 

this skill inside the company, either through training or through hiring, to have a strong 

link between the technological challenges of the Data Integration project and the business 

vision [see finding 30]. 

3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

The Data Integration lead has to be tightly bound on the organisational level (see also 

chapter 5.2.3.1 Organisation building block). A business leader should be put into the role 

of Top Management, who communicates with the IT Project Manager, in order to advertise 

a clear scope, including business requirements and budget. Also, business needs to stay 

accountable for Data Integration and not to transfer its accountability to the IT Manage-

ment. As it was revealed in the interviews, it is a possible scenario that large scale Data 

Integration projects might fail, because business is giving the full accountability and con-

trol of the Data Management to an external vendor. When this happens, clear governance 
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on the vision, business relevant design decisions and approval authority get lost to the ex-

ternal vendor as well – which could lead to a fast deviation of the final product from the 

original vision [see finding 33]. 

Summarizing, the business should cover five main areas: 

 Strong leadership – in order to decrease the reluctance of staff to accept change [see 

finding 31] 

 Requirements – in order to clearly advertise the vision of the project [see finding 

13] 

 Scope – in order to prioritize which features are needed most [see finding 14] 

 Accountability – in order to stay in full control of the IT project at any time [see 

finding 33] 

 Budget – in order to have a clear financial frame for the execution of the project 

[see finding 15] 

 

4. Identify roles and establish a Data Integration team 

The organisation and roles of the Data Integration team should be set up in a way that it 

covers all the skills and requirements of a Data Integration program [see finding 34]. Fur-

ther information can be found in 5.2.3.1 Organisation building block. 

5. Specify realistic timescales 

One of the big mistakes is to specify timescales shorter than it should be since this would 

lead to big delays and solution quality decrease [see finding 14]. 

6. Assess company ability of developing Data Integration internally 

When the company is able to develop Data Integration or parts of it internally, this will 

lead to saving of costs. If not, the right commercial Data Integration solution needs to be 

chosen [see finding 24]. 

7. Define business standards 

It is necessary that a Data Integration project starts early with the definition of standards to 

be used. These standards include document standards, data standards, code module stand-

ards, technological standards. All these standards have to be derived from clear standards 

resulting from business processes, for example a standardised business data model [see 

finding 16]. For more information, see chapter 5.2.3.3 Solution standards building block. 
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5.2.2.2 Analysis 

Objectives 

Define for both data and applications how the Data Integration solution will allow the 

business to work in order to fulfil the requirements. 

Steps 

1. Analyse requirements and context 

2. Evaluate and choose tool set 

3. Define Application and Data Standards 

4. Reassess timescales 

Approach 

1. Analyse requirements and context 

The requirements defined in the first phase need to be analysed and further detailed out. 

The aim is to gain a high level understanding of what should be designed in the next phase. 

It is also important to consider the context of the requirements, because there might be al-

ready an existing Data Integration solution, which requires analysing how the new re-

quirements will fit into the architecture and what components can be reused [see finding 

13]. 

2. Evaluate and choose tool set 

The dedicated Architecture Design Council (see chapter 5.2.3.1 Organisation building 

block) will select the appropriate tool set for the Data Integration and define the required 

functionality based on common features of Data Integration solutions (see chapter 4.2 

Common functionality in detail and [findings 10, 25]). It is important that this step is car-

ried out in this phase and not before, as it was revealed in the interviews that the tools for 

designing the Data Integration should be selected by subject matter experts. As the tools 

are very similar to each other [see finding 12], the aspects which can be considered for 

choosing the tool are the software provider’s ability to innovate, scalability of the product, 

the provider’s performance, track record, provided support and price [see finding 26]. 

3. Define Application and Data Standards 

High level solution standards (for example for the Canonical Message Format, Platform 

Architecture, Code Modules, definition of mandatory fields for a publish/subscribe mecha-

nism) should be defined based on the business standards which were previously defined 

[see finding 16]. Further information can be found in chapter 5.2.3.3 Solution standards 

building block. 
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4. Reassess timescales 

Since the timescales were only defined on a high management level and it can have a criti-

cal impact on the project’s success to have unrealistic time scales, they should be reas-

sessed by subject matter experts once a high level design has been created [see finding 14]. 

5.2.2.3 Design 

Objectives 

Develop a detailed low design for the logical and physical implementation of the Data In-

tegration solution, covering applications and data. 

Steps 

1. Create low level, detailed system specifications 

2. Create detailed data standards and models 

3. Create mapping, master data and translation specifications 

4. Define test cases 

Approach 

1. Create low level, detailed system specifications 

Specify the technology and solution standards to use, how to set up the server landscape, 

define correct sizing and implement tools [see findings 22, 23]. For more information, see 

chapter 5.2.3.2 Technology building block. 

2. Create detailed data standards and models 

This design phase provides detailed specification of the Canonical Data Structure, which is 

going to translate data from one system to another and how the data models and standards 

for each business process look like [see finding 17]. 

3. Create mapping, master data and translation specifications 

The low level field-by-field transformations between source and target systems are defined 

in this step. Furthermore, this step should collect master data from the connecting systems 

and define translation between the sets of master data, if there is any difference [see find-

ing 2]. 

4. Define test cases 

Since the previous step ultimately defines how system A is going to talk to system B, the 

definition of clear test cases for evaluating the syntactical and semantic correctness of the 

communication should be done in this step [see finding 35]. 
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5.2.2.4 Implementation 

Objectives 

Develop the Data Integration solution based on the previously designed specifications ac-

cording to business priorities towards the target solution using previously defined solution 

standards. Also change requests need to be covered by this step. 

Steps 

1. Implement physical data models and code 

2. Realign documentation and solution standards 

Approach 

1. Implement physical data models and code 

This step implements the design from previous phases, by technically defining the physical 

data models and creating the actual integration code. It brings advantages to build the inte-

gration code very modular, as this increases the reusability of the code [see finding 19]. 

For more information see chapter 5.2.3.1 Organisation building block. 

2. Realign documentation and solution standards 

Realign the previously defined mapping and standard specifications. There might be some 

changes to the design, because every design may have some gaps which will only become 

visible during the implementation. 

Solution standards should be monitored by the Architecture Design Council and each devi-

ation from the standard should be handled by a proper design through the previous phases. 

If exceptional designs become the standard, the solution standards need to be revisited (see 

chapter 5.2.3.3 Solution standards building block and [finding 18]). 

5.2.2.5 Testing 

Objectives 

Test the previously built solution and work cooperatively to eliminate any issues. Create 

evidence that the solution is working [see finding 35]. 

Steps 

1. Test internally 

2. Test end to end and execute user acceptance testing 
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Approach 

1. Test internally 

Ideally, first all implemented components are tested independently from each other on a 

separate environment. If modules have been standardised, the usage of automated tests 

seems appropriate. 

2. Test end to end and execute user acceptance testing 

The cooperation between the implemented components is tested by doing end to end test-

ing, which means testing a message flow from source through middle layer to target. It 

makes sense to involve the respective system owners in such a test, as the message can be 

tracked from end to end. When any of the testing fails, it needs to be fixed in implementa-

tion and tested again. In case all tests are successful, the result is being documented. 

5.2.2.6 Deployment & Maintenance 

Objectives 

Make the solution available for productive usage. Ensure that the Data Integration is run-

ning without errors, enabling business to fulfil its needs. 

Steps 

1. Deploy solution to production 

2. Monitor Data Integration flows closely and patch issues 

Approach 

1. Deploy solution to production 

When everything is tested successfully, the product can be released to production (RTP) 

which means that the integrated systems can start using the Data Integration. As a large 

scale Data Integration project may have multiple developments in place at the same time, 

the usage of a deployment tool might be necessary [see finding 28]. 

2. Monitor Data Integration flows closely and patch issues 

This step monitors the deployed flows for any issues. In case of any errors, a detailed anal-

ysis needs to be created and routed to the specific teams to fix it [see finding 27].  
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5.2.3 Part III – Supplements 

Overview 

This part contains descriptions of the three main building blocks of the framework: organi-

sation, technology and solution standards. Each of the building blocks contains a structured 

overview of how it can be implemented and a detailed description of how the components 

work in the context of the framework. 

5.2.3.1 Organisation building block 

This building block describes which roles need to be set up in a Data Integration environ-

ment. Each of the roles is described in detail. Roles might be broken down into further 

roles and it is also possible that a single resources covers multiple tasks from other roles or 

even has more than one entire role assigned to itself. 

Implementation 

Figure 17 below shows an overview of the generic roles required to set up a Data Integra-

tion team. 

 

Figure 17: Roles of the organisational building block in detail 
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General finding 

To assure good communication between each team/employee it is very important that IT 

and business department sit close to each other and avoid being located in different time 

zones since this makes the communication more difficult [see finding 34]. 

Components 

Top Management 

As Data Integration has to happen from top down and be within the accountability of the 

business, it makes sense to put the business into the Top Management role of a Data Inte-

gration project [see finding 33]. From a Data Management perspective, business needs to 

take care of providing a clear Data Governance and Master Data Management [see finding 

1]. The Top Management should also help to reduce reluctance of staff for the acceptance 

of change. This is because (as it turned out in the interviews), Data Integration project of-

ten come along with an organisational change in large enterprises [see finding 31]. The 

Top Management should also advertise a strong understanding of the vision and business 

case, or “what they hope to achieve by Data Integration” [see finding 13]. Master Data 

Management will also involve the business directly. It will not necessarily be executed by 

the same person, but has to be governed on a hierarchical level with the necessary decision 

privileges. 

IT Project management 

The responsibility of delivering the Data Integration solution is with an IT Project Manag-

er. All roles from IT Project Manager and below can be either internal or external roles, 

depending on the company’s budget and skills [see finding 34]. 

Architects 

Architects maintain Data Standards and Formats, design the Data and Platform architecture 

and define standard toolsets, used for Data Integration as well [see finding 34]. 

Mappers 

Mappers define transformation and translation of data which is sent between two systems 

and are essentially responsible for documenting the ETL code through the mapping defini-

tion [see finding 2]. 

Developers and Testers 

Developers and Testers implement the ESB and ETL flows and develop reusable code 

modules for the ETL flows, as well as internal tools. They are also responsible for assuring 

the production support [see finding 27]. 
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Architecture & Design Council 

An Architecture & Design Council consists of people from different roles, to decide about 

the high level architecture and to approve each amendment to the data model, solution 

standards, code modules or other global design decisions. Each decision from all phases of 

the process model should run through this council. Having this team can bring a multiple 

advantages like stability and standardization to the platform [see finding 32]. 

5.2.3.2 Technology building block 

This building block describes which technical components can be part of a technological 

Data Integration architecture. The components described below are optimized for a mes-

saging bus solution (see also chapter 5.2.1 Part I – Introduction for restrictions on this 

framework). 

Implementation 

Figure 18 below shows the components of the technological Data Integration solution. The 

overview represents a generic architecture to explain how to structure the components. 

 

Figure 18: Components of the technological building block in detail 
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Components 

ESB platform 

Ideally, the Data Integration platform (if an ESB is going to be used) should be a distribut-

ed platform, where servers can be easily added if performance needs to be scaled up ac-

cording to needs. Also if one of the servers fails, this will not affect the entire system [see 

finding 23]. There is a wide variety of tools available for implementing an ESB, see also 

chapter 4.2.2 Enterprise Service Bus. 

Business Areas and Business Processes 

Inside the Enterprise Service Bus, the actual integration code should be clustered by multi-

ple business areas like Finances, Customs, CRM, etc., and each of the areas should be clus-

tered into business processes like customs filing, account receivables/payables, account 

creation, etc. This way, the integration platform can assure that each service is receiving 

and delivering data that is expected from it – for example stock exchange data is sending 

stock exchange data and weather data is sending weather data. Each business process con-

tains the ETL code modules, defining exactly what should each business process do [see 

finding 16]. 

ETL Code modules and documentation 

Each code module should be clearly documented and there must be a clear link between 

code and documentation, so that the origin of requirements remains clear [see finding 20]. 

Each module should be assessed for standardisation (see chapter 5.2.3.3 Solution standards 

building block) by the Architecture & Design Council (see 5.2.3.1 Organisation building 

block)  

Secured Communications Layer 

According to chapter 2.4 The role of Data Integration in the context of Data Management, 

Data Security is a vital part of a Data Integration solution. One viable solution for this is to 

secure the endpoints of the bus against outside threads. Source and Target systems com-

municate with the Data Integration layer through a secured communication layer. Data 

Integration solutions offer multiple templates for connecting to secured channels, like se-

cured DB connection, sFTP or MQ or secured web services (see chapter 4.2.1 ETL 

Processing). 

Decoupled Applications 

Because the ETL code is purely hosted on the platform, the applications do not need any 

integration code themselves, but only need to provide connecting end points. This causes 

low intrusiveness into the applications so that the middle layer as well as the applications 

do not have to change with each new requirement [see finding 3]. 
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Real-Time Integration 

Ideally, each Data Integration solution should be implemented without large delays in the 

message transmission. In case the business scenario calls for a very fast Data Integration 

architecture, allowing for a real-time data transfer, additional tools can be used to speed up 

the architecture (see also chapter 4.2.5 Real Time Integration and [finding 11]). 

Master Data Management Tool 

An optional part of the technological aspect is the inclusion of a Master Data Management 

tool to get access to Master Data, so once the data from Source should get transformed to 

Target, Master Data specifies the translation from Source to Target (see also chapter 4.2.3 

Master Data Management and [finding 29]). 

Data Quality Tool 

In order to improve the Data Quality, the ESB can be optionally connected to a Data Quali-

ty tool which can analyse specific messages going through the bus and can help with iden-

tifying and mitigating Data Quality issues. In combination with the MDM tool, this 

provides a strong foundation for assuring high data quality in all connected systems (see 

also chapter 4.2.4 Data Quality Analysis and [finding 11]). 

Data Masking 

In case any legal or security related constraints identified in the project, specific flows can 

be manipulated using a Data Masking tool, to assure an information-rich flow of data, 

while protecting the data from outside threads (see also chapter 4.2.6 Data Masking and 

[finding 11]. 

Monitoring 

Each ESB usually provides a Monitoring feature, which is being used in process of Testing 

as well as RTP and Support. Monitoring enables to track all activities, going through each 

data flow. Because there might be millions of messages going through the Data Integration 

Layer, monitoring should ensure that when there is some error, people are able to find the 

specific error based on message content and are able to explore the entire data history from 

entering the bus to leaving it [see finding 27]. 

5.2.3.3 Solution standards building block 

This building block describes which solution standards can be part of a Data Integration 

solution. The topics addressed are recommendations for users of the framework, which 

topics they need to address for the standardisation of the solution. 
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Implementation 

Figure 19 below shows a generic model of a standardisation lifecycle and its contents. 

 

Figure 19: Components of the standardisation building block in detail 

Components 

Standardisation lifecycle 

The definition of solution standards starts in the preliminary phase of the Development 

Method. Due to its early inception, it is necessary to regularly observe the usage of the 

solution standards during each phase and keep the solution standards up to date by revising 

them in each phase [see finding 18]. 

Responsibility for solution standards and documentation 

Solution standards should be in the responsibility of the Architecture & Design Council 

(see chapter 5.2.3.1 Organisation building block) or a similar group of subject matter ex-

perts [see finding 32]. The documentation of solution standards should also be standard-

ised, so that the information contained in the standardisation guidelines is provided a 

meaningful way without flooding the company with documentation which will never be 

read again [see finding 21]. 

Canonical Data Exchange Format 

Since the connecting applications can provide their data in many different formats, it is 

difficult to standardise for example reporting or test automation on each newly connected 

format. Introducing one canonical format for the Data Integration layer brings the ad-

vantage of further decoupling applications from each other (every message needs to trans-

late to the canonical format when entering the bus and is translated back to a local format 
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upon leaving the bus). There should be one format defined for each business area and op-

eration [see findings 9, 17]. 

Description of usage of each field 

The standardisation of the Data Exchange Format requires a thorough understanding of 

each field and its meaning for the company, to allow for a standardisation across all con-

necting applications [see finding 16]. 

Definition of minimum mandatory fields for a publish/subscribe mechanism 

To fully decouple applications from each other, the usage of a publish/subscribe mecha-

nism helps to shift the view of Data Integration from point-to-point to a service oriented 

approach. If one application wants to share data, it simply publishes a pre-defined mini-

mum set of data to the Data Integration bus and any other application may or may not de-

cide to subscribe to this information [see finding 16]. 

Platform architecture and reusable code modules 

The architecture and each of the code modules creating the technological solution in chap-

ter 5.2.3.2 Technology building block needs to be standardised to allow for higher reusabil-

ity and easier maintenance in the long term [see finding 19]. 

Standard set of tools 

The tools for governing the Data Integration program and the tools for implementing the 

final solution need to be assessed, chosen and standardised, so that the company will profit 

from a streamlined set of licenses being used with highest cost-to-value ratio [see finding 

22]. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter, the framework for Data Integration based on messaging is created based on 

four specific methods, each providing a set of numbered findings, which were used to de-

rive specific aspects of the framework. The table below summarizes all listed findings from 

chapter 5.1 Methods used for building a framework and the components of the framework 

(beginning in chapter 5.2 A Framework for Data Integration based on messaging), where 

the findings were used and also the reason for the usage in this component. 
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Table 11: Overview of findings and their usage 

[Finding number] Influenced components 

[Finding 1] Part III – Organisation building block: Top Management 

Part III – Organisation building block: Top Management 

[Finding 2] Part II – Design: 3. Create mapping, master data and translation specifica-

tions 

Part III – Organisation building block: Mappers 

[Finding 3] Part I – Executive overview: Why do I need Data Integration? 

Part III – Technology building block: Decoupled Applications 

[Finding 4] Part I – Executive overview: Why do I need Data Integration? 

Part II – Analysis: 4. Reassess timescales 

[Finding 5] Part II – Requirements: 1. Study and understand the business case for 

identification of requirements 

[Finding 6] Part I – Framework scope 

[Finding 7] Part I – Framework scope 

[Finding 8] Part I – Framework scope 

[Finding 9] Part III – Solution standards building block: Canonical Data Exchange 

Format 

[Finding 10] Part II – Analysis: 2. Evaluate and choose tool set 

[Finding 11] Part III – Technology building block: Real-time Integration 

Part III – Technology building block: Data Quality tool 

Part III – Technology building block: Data Masking 

[Finding 12] Part II – Analysis: 2. Evaluate and choose tool set 

[Finding 13] Part II – Requirements: 1. Study and understand the business case for 

identification of requirements 

Part II – Requirements: 3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

Part II – Analysis: 1. Analyse requirements and context 

Part III – Organisation building block: Top Management 

[Finding 14] Part II – Requirements: 3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

Part II – Requirements: 5. Specify realistic timescales 
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[Finding 15] Part II – Requirements: 3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

[Finding 16] Part II – Requirements: 7. Define business standards 

Part II – Analysis: 3. Define Applications and Data Standards 

Part III – Technology building block: Business Areas and Business Pro-

cesses 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Description of usage of each 

field 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Definition of minimum man-

datory fields for a publish/subscribe mechanism 

[Finding 17] Part II – Design: 2. Create detailed data standards and models 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Canonical Data Exchange 

Format 

[Finding 18] Part II – Implementation: 2. Realign documentation and solution standards 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Standardisation lifecycle 

[Finding 19] Part II – Implementation: 1. Implement physical data models and code 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Platform architecture and 

reusable code modules 

[Finding 20] Part III – Technology building block: ETL 

[Finding 21] Part III – Solution standards building block: Responsibility for solution 

standards and documentation 

[Finding 22] Part II – Design: 1. Create low level, detailed system specifications 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Standard set of tools 

[Finding 23] Part II – Design: 1. Create low level, detailed system specifications 

Part III – Technology building block: ESB platform 

[Finding 24] Part II – Requirements: 6. Assess company ability of developing Data 

Integration internally 

[Finding 25] Part II – Analysis: 2. Evaluate and choose tool set 

[Finding 26] Part II – Analysis: 2. Evaluate and choose tool set 
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[Finding 27] Part II - Deployment & Maintenance: 2. Monitor Data Integration flows 

closely and patch issues 

Part III – Organisation building block: Developers and testers 

Part III – Technology building block: Monitoring 

[Finding 28] Part II - Deployment & Maintenance: 1. Deploy solution to production 

[Finding 29] Part III – Technology building block: Master Data Management Tool 

[Finding 30] Part II – Requirements: 2. Assure ability of business to run a Data Integra-

tion program 

[Finding 31] Part II – Requirements: 1. Study and understand the business case for 

identification of requirements 

Part II – Requirements: 3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

Part III – Organisation building block: Top Management 

[Finding 32] Part III – Organisation building block: Architecture & Design Council 

Part III – Solution standards building block: Responsibility for solution 

standards and documentation 

[Finding 33] Part II – Requirements: 3. Set up the Data Integration lead 

Part III – Organisation building block: Top Management 

[Finding 34] Part II – Requirements: 4. Identify roles and establish a Data Integration 

team 

Part III – Organisation building block: General finding 

Part III – Organisation building block: IT Project management 

Part III – Organisation building block: Architects 

[Finding 35] Part II – Overview 

Part II – Design: 4. Define test cases  

Part II - Testing 
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6 Applying the framework to a Data 
Integration Project (DIP) 

This chapter puts the framework to test by examining a working and successful real world 

solution and by overlaying it with the created framework to demonstrate how the frame-

work might be applied on a real world solution. 

The author of this thesis had the chance to participate in a large scale Data Integration pro-

ject for almost 2 years and was actively participating in building new flows, connecting 

new applications and supporting projects end to end. Due to restricted information, the 

presented Data Integration solution in this chapter is anonymized and only presented on a 

high level. 

This chapter examines the real world example based on Data Integration Building Blocks 

which have been defined in Part III of the Framework, chapter 5.2.3 Part III – Supple-

ments. Chapter 6.1 Introduction to project DIP, presents each building block of the solu-

tions independently from the framework. Chapter 6.2 Differences between DIP and 

framework goes through all the presented building blocks and uses the framework building 

blocks to analyse, if there are any gaps between the project and the framework. The reason 

why only the building blocks are used for analysing DIP is that the Data Integration De-

velopment Method is specified based on a generic waterfall model. The framework does 

not have the sources or scope to specify concrete methodologies which would be recom-

mended in a Data Integration project and is therefore not part of the analysis. 

Chapter 6.3 Using the framework to resolve the differences will demonstrate how to solve 

gaps identified in the previous chapter by applying the Data Integration Development 

Method (Part II) specified in the framework. 

Chapter 6.4 Expert review contains results from a peer review of chapters 6.2 Differences 

between DIP and framework and 6.3 Using the framework to resolve the differences. Final-

ly chapter 6.5 Summary provides a resume of the framework test. 

6.1 Introduction to project DIP 

The project “DIP” is an (anonymized) project which stands for “Data Integration Project” 

with the aim of helping to completely renew the application landscape of the company 

“CDI” (“Company Doing Integration”). CDI is a worldwide operating company using a 

multitude of systems and applications in several countries. CDI has been trying for many 

years to introduce a new set of applications to run the company in a more controlled, cen-

tralized and globalized approach: Instead of having each country run their own set of ap-

plications, a set of standardised global applications should be used worldwide. This new 
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set of applications should cover a wide range of products, for example CRM, Finance, 

Customer Feedback Platform or a shopping portal. All of these applications should be fully 

integrated with each other to allow for a seamless work with new technology in all coun-

tries. 

This project has been running in CDI for several years now. As CDI has been trying to 

connect a lot of systems with each other, a strong Data Integration platform for connecting 

all mentioned systems was needed – when the application replacement project started, the 

idea of DIP was born. DIP is supposed to be the new Data Integration platform for CDI, 

which should not only handle the integration of the new project but also cope with any new 

requirements that might come up in the future. 

As every Data Integration project, DIP has faced a lot of challenges during its development 

over the years. But today DIP has evolved to a state where it can proudly present itself as a 

system which: 

 Is the CDI A2A main integration platform 

 Integrates any protocol, any format, any messaging pattern 

 Runs 24/7 with a Disaster Recovery 

According to this thesis’ classification of Data Integration solutions (see chapter 3 The 

landscape of Data Integration), DIP qualifies as a large scale A2A messaging bus solution 

based on external technology (using a third party integration hub and ETL tools). 

6.1.1 Organisation 

The DIP project team organization consists of nine teams. These teams are responsible for 

taking care of any new Data Integration project that gets started. As DIP is already an ex-

isting and stable platform, the teams’ primary tasks focus on getting the requirements from 

new systems that should be connected, designing the solution and implementing the Data 

Integration flow. The primary tasks, which the teams deal with, can be split into four 

groups: 

 Transform – defining how data structures should change between system A and B 

 Translate – defining how data content should change between system A and B 

 Routing – defining to which system(s) a message should get delivered, after it got 

received on the Data Integration bus 

 End Points – defining how each system should be connected to the messaging bus 

The below Figure 20 shows how the nine teams are set up, what their primary task is and 

which of the above aspects they usually deal with: 
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Figure 20: DIP Team structure, primary tasks and relationship to each other (Source: Author) 

Head of Data Integration 

The Head of Data Integration is a business person, fully accountable of making the Data 

Integration solution work. All major platform decisions are usually approved by this per-

son, all priorities for each project are defined by this person and all projects risks need to 

be raised to him / her. 

Project Management 

The project managers are responsible for starting new projects and coordinating them until 

the release to production. They usually gather high level information like which system, 

which scenario, how much data, how complex the integration logic and until when the pro-

ject needs to be executed. 

DIP Core 

The DIP core team (basically consisting of managing developers and architects) has to 

gather the end to end technical requirements for the project. How and how many end points 

will be connected, what are security constraints, what data loads will be expected, via 

which protocol will the systems connect to each other, what are connection addresses and 

credentials. Furthermore this team identifies the “kind” of flow that is being set up here, 

e.g. “is this a flow for finance or for CRM”? The DIP Core Team usually works together 
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with the Mapping Team to gather the detailed requirements. The decisions made by this 

team define the high level architecture of each flow and influence the transform and trans-

lation logic. 

Advanced Design Group Team 

DIP is a living product and there might be edge cases, where the requirements of new sys-

tems exceed that standard approach of integration which is covered by DIP. In such a case, 

the ADG team is called to action, consisting of the top IT architects from all mentioned 

groups. They do an assessment of the requirement, discuss possible solutions and propose 

new functionality for DIP, if needed, which will then be handled by the Core Team. 

Master Data Management Team 

Each newly connected system might come with their own set of master data for potentially 

identical business objects (e.g. customer data). It is in the domain of the MDM team to 

collect the master data, the requirements and the translations from one set of master data in 

system A to a different set of master data in system B. 

Translation Team 

The Translation Team is the technical support group for the MDM team. They implement 

the requirements of the MDM team by recording and documenting enumerations of master 

data, as well as implementing the actual translation tables. 

Mapping Team 

The Mapping Team represents the “brain” of the entire Data Integration platform. When-

ever a new project comes in, the Mapping Team will start documenting all flow relevant 

information in so called “Paper Maps”. The creation of these maps is one of the most com-

plex tasks of the project, as it requires technical understanding, as well as in-depth business 

knowledge to understand all consequences of a mapping. Another task of the mapping 

team is to gather requirements for the routing rules (i.e. which fields of the message can 

determine the target system) and work with the DIP Core team to find the appropriate Se-

mantic Service for implementing the rules. The primary task of the Mapping Team is 

therefore to provide the transformation rules for every message field by field and defining 

whether the translation service for this field should be used or not. They also work together 

with DIP Core to gather detailed information regarding end points. 

Development Team 

The Development Team consists of a large pool of resources with technical knowledge for 

implementing the ETL solution. The basis for the implementation are the previously men-

tioned Paper Maps, which tell the developers field by field, what they need to do. The de-

velopers do not have any architectural or design responsibility. In case of any discrepancies 

during the implementation, they always have to go back to the Mapping, Core or ADG 
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team and ask for the solution. While developers mainly implement the transformations 

within flows, they are also responsible for setting up the technical end points. 

Testing Team 

The Testing Team is also a large pool of tester resources, which collect messages from the 

sending system, processes them through the Quality Assurance (QA) instance of DIP and 

inspect the results for possible failures. The testing will also include direct connections to 

the integrated systems and test the scenario end to end together with the system owners. In 

case of any failures during the test, the Testing Team has to work with Mappers, Develop-

ers, the MDM, Translation and the DIP Core team to resolve the issues. 

Solution Support 

Once the project has been finished, the flows through DIP are being monitored and sup-

ported by the Solution Support team. Whenever an error occurs, the Solution Support team 

will work with the available documentation and code or with the former project team 

members to find solutions for the problems and implement them. 

6.1.2 Technology 

The overall aim of DIP is to reduce point to point integrations and replace them with one 

integration bus in the middle, which allows several applications to connect to each other, 

based on a specified business processes. 

 

 

Figure 21: Point to Point vs. Message Bus Integration (Used with permission of CDI) 

Even though this doesn’t necessarily lead to a reduction of flows between applications, the 

big advantage of DIP is reusability. Since the integration code is placed in one big Data 

Integration platform (instead being scattered around between applications), it is not neces-

sary to rewrite large parts of code with each newly integrated system. To enable the reuse 

of parts, the high level DIP architecture is split into “Services”. In general, there are three 

types of services, which DIP is using to carry out Data Integration: 

 Application Service (AS) – collects, receives or sends data from or to a connecting 

system, transforms it into or from the “Canonical Data Model” (CDM, see below) 

and carries out value translation, if necessary 
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 Gateway Service (GS) – same functionality as AS, but used mostly for Integration 

with B2B gateways or other Integration Platforms (this makes DIP fully compatible 

with every kind of integration, as it can connect to all locations) 

 Semantic Service (SS) – receives a CDM message from an AS/GS, processes it us-

ing the specified business process and routes it to the outbound AS/GS based on 

previously specified routing rules 

One rule of DIP is that every fully integrated flow passing through DIP has to be translated 

into the “Canonical Data Model” or “CDM”. The CDM defines a fixed XML structure in 

form of a huge XSD (containing approx. 10,000 fields) which documents the data architec-

ture of the business. CDM messages are XML messages, which follow this XSD. The 

CDM is in constant development and receives updates almost with each new requirement 

or connecting system – while still maintaining full backwards compatibility. 

Figure 22 below shows how these services and message formats work together (and also 

points out further key architectural components): 

 

Figure 22: The DIP System Architecture 

Figure 22 above summarizes all technical key architectural components and typical func-

tionality, which are necessary for this Data Integration platform to work. To summarize the 

components, these are (from end to end): 

 Message Queue / (s)FTP (Inbound) – every message needs to enter the DIP mes-

sage bus through the use of an end point. A message queue or a (s)FTP are good, 

generic solutions to assure this. The DIP environment supports both PUSH and 

PULL services. 

 AS/GS Transformation (Inbound) – each message going through DIP needs to be 

translated from whatever source format it is in, into the CDM format. The transla-
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tion are usually specified field by field in a technical document (so called “Paper 

Maps”) and then implemented using the ETL Tool. 

 AS/GS Translation (Inbound) – each system might be using different master data 

for the same semantic field. The values for this master data are translated here to 

canonical values. 

 Semantic Services (SS) & Business Operations – each Semantic Service repre-

sents a business area and within each service there are operations which represent a 

business scenario. For example “Finance” (which is a business area), contains the 

integration code for all flows that send invoices or customer account information 

(business scenarios). 

 SS Routing – the routing services define a set of rules for specific CDM fields, in 

order to decide to which system a message should get routed. For example, some 

CDM files for “Operations” will contain a field called “Postbox”, containing in-

formation about the receiving system. The routing rules read information directly 

from the CDM (usually from a specific envelope or header section) to decide where 

a file should be routed to. 

 AS/GS Translation & Transformation (Outbound) – analogue to the inbound 

services, the outbound side has to translate a CDM message back to the receiving 

format and also needs to translate the values inside the message into a consumable 

form. 

 MQ / (s)FTP (Outbound) – end point for the receiving side, same as the end point 

of the sending side. 

 Exception handling / EHS – the Error Handling System (EHS) catches all errors 

which might occur during a flow and puts them out to the monitoring tool. These 

errors can be exceptions (code crashes) or defined errors in business logic, e.g. 

empty fields, translation errors or validation rule failures. EHS has been integrated 

with the CDI ticketing system and is capable of raising incident tickets to the re-

solver groups directly 

6.1.3 Solution standards 

Project DIP has a high level of standardisation. As it was mentioned earlier, DIP has a ded-

icated Advanced Design Group (ADG) which can make decisions about each technological 

aspect that requires standardisation. The Advanced Design Group of DIP is following a 

passive design approach: Whatever is considered as a design gap can be raised to the team 

using a separate website. Alternatively, ADG is called for help during the course of inte-

grating new systems. The team investigates gaps which are raised to them once per week 

and provides the results back to the requestor. Figure 23 below shows the ADG, the solu-
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tion standards which they regularly assess and the process which triggers such an assess-

ment. 

 

Figure 23: DIP solution standards 

The Advanced Design Group takes care of four major areas within DIP, which are de-

scribed in more detail below: 

Platform and high level design of flow architecture 

ADG is responsible for standardising the technological components of the platform which 

executes DIP. Every decision that influences the platform (also for example performance 

impacts due to new flows) and flow architecture have to be investigated by ADG. 

Definition of reusable code modules 

Every requirement for a new Data Integration flow that is not covered by standard modules 

of DIP is being assessed by ADG, with the aim of determining, if the new functionality 

needs to be standardized or can be implemented as a standalone (not reusable) solution. 

Definition of Documents and Document Standards 

DIP has a very large document repository that covers all aspects of DIP from high level 

design to low level technical documentation. Each of the documents is standardized as a 

template, for example excel files have specified columns with specified content, word doc-

uments have specified chapters, some files have special naming conventions, etc. 

Definition of Toolset and Programming Languages 

Tools are a strategic component for CDI, as every new tool needs to be licensed for many 

users, due to CDI size. Since the toolset in DIP is already established, this topic rarely gets 
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discussed, only if new tools join the company or tool upgrades are necessary. ADG is re-

sponsible for choosing tools and programming languages. 

6.2 Differences between DIP and framework 

This chapter analyses each of the presented building blocks by using the framework. This 

is done by taking the figures shown in the previous chapters and analysing each part of 

each building block, whether it matches with the components identified in the framework. 

If components are considered to match, they are shown with an “overlay” box coloured in 

green. If components are considered to match, but contain differences, then the box is col-

oured in yellow. If the components do not match at all or one component is missing, the 

box is shown in red. 

6.2.1 Organisation 

Figure 24 below shows the same picture as Figure 20, including an overlay with the roles 

specified in the framework example (see Part III, chapter 5.2.3.1 Organisation building 

block). 

 

Figure 24: DIP Organisation overlaid with framework 
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When overlaying the DIP team structure with the organization building block of the 

framework, there is a large match. Table 12 below shows an overview of the framework, 

DIP components and identified issues: 

Table 12: Differences between framework and DIP organisation 

Organisation 

Framework component Matching DIP component Identified issues of DIP 

Not available Master Data Management Team 

Should be covered by Head of 
Data Integration according to the 
Framework, however in DIP this 
exists just on a team level 

Top Management Head of Data Integration 
Has no full control over the ac-
ceptance of change 

IT Project Manager Project Management No issues identified  

Architects DIP Core No issues identified 

Mappers 
Mapping Team, Translation 
Team No issues identified 

Developers & Testers 
Development Team, Testing 
Team, Solution Support No issues identified 

Architecture & Design Council Advanced Design Group No issues identified 

In the following, the issues are described in more detail: 

Issue 1: There is no role occupied for Master Data Management in CDI 

One of the few differences in this building block is that in CDI, Master Data Management 

is being carried out by a different (business) role in the company, which is not on the Top 

Management level. CDI is already aware of this gap and has recently addressed it by call-

ing for a new role in the company (Head of Master Data), who will be tied into the Data 

Integration also from the Top Management level. 

Issue 2: The Top Management of DIP is not in the position to decide, which systems 

within CDI will use DIP as their Data Integration platform 

DIP is treated as a product, which must be “sold” in order to get further budget. The people 

“buying” the solution (the “customers” of DIP) are the system owners of the various sys-

tems that should be integrated (which are usually from the same company). Since these 

system owners can freely decide how to invest their budget, there is no real pressure on 

them to use the new standardized Data Integration platform, making it more difficult to 

force the usage of DIP in the entire company. 
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6.2.2 Technology 

Figure 25 below shows the same picture as Figure 22, including an overlay with the tech-

nological components specified in the framework (see Part III, chapter 5.2.3.2 Technology 

building block). 

 

Figure 25: DIP technology overlaid with Framework 

When overlaying the DIP technology with the technology building block from the frame-

work, there is a large match between the two. Table 13 below shows an overview of the 

framework, DIP components and identified issues: 

Table 13: Differences between framework and DIP technology 

Technology 

Framework component Matching DIP component Identified issues of DIP 

ETL Code modules and Documentation 

Code inside of Business 
Operations, documentation 
exists outside of DIP 

No link between Documen-
tation and Code 

Data Masking Not available 
No Data Masking Tool is 
available 

Data Quality Tool Not available 
No Data Quality Tool is 
available 

Master Data Management Tool Not available 

No Master Data Manage-
ment Tool is available (but 
work is in progress) 
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Technology 

Framework component Matching DIP component Identified issues of DIP 

ESB Platform 
DIP is running on an ESB, 
supports Routing No issues identified 

Business Areas and Business Processes 
Semantic Service and Busi-
ness Operations No issues identified 

Secured Communication Layer MQ/sFTP No issues identified 

Decoupled Applications 

Application Services doing 
Transformation and Trans-
lation to a canonical format No issues identified 

Real-Time Integration DIP is real-time capable No issues identified 

Monitoring Exception Handling No issues identified 

In the following the differences are described in further detail: 

Issue 3: There is only a high-level link between documentation and code 

One issue that has been called out in one of the interviews is the lack of a clear link be-

tween the implemented ETL code and the documentation. Both components (code and 

documentation) are there and are created with sufficient quality, but there is no direct link 

between the two elements. 

Issue 4: There is no Data Masking tool present 

CDI is not utilizing any tool for Data Masking as of now, however it is unknown to the 

author, if there are any business cases within CDI that would require a Data Masking tool. 

Issue 5: There is no Data Quality tool present 

CDI is not utilizing any of the introduced Data Quality tools from chapter 4.2.4 Data Qual-

ity Analysis. Data Quality has indeed always been a topic in CDI, however is addressed on 

a business level and not assisted by any Data Integration tool. 

Issue 6: There is no MDM tool present 

Currently, there is no MDM tool in use within CDI, however the decision has been made to 

utilize a new tool for this purpose. The implementation and business processes for correct-

ly using this tool are still pending though. 

6.2.3 Solution standards 

Figure 26 below shows the same picture as Figure 23, including an overlay which com-

pares the building block to the components identified in the framework (see Part III, chap-

ter 5.2.3.3 Solution standards building block). 
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Figure 26: DIP solution standards overlaid with Framework 

When overlaying the DIP solution standards with the solution standards building block 

from the framework, there are a few matches and mismatches between the two. Table 14 

below shows an overview of the framework, DIP components and identified issues: 

Table 14: Differences between framework and DIP solution standards 

Solution Standards 

Framework component Matching DIP component Identified issues of DIP 

Description of usage of each field Not available 

There is no description 
for the usage of each field 
in CDM 

Definition of minimum mandatory 
fields for a publish/subscribe 
mechanism Not available 

There is no definition of 
minimum fields needed 

Standardisation lifecycle 

The lifecycle is triggered by out-
side assessment requests and 

produces guidelines13 No issues identified 

Responsibility for solution stand-
ards and documentation Responsibility is with ADG No issues identified 

Canonical Data Exchange Format 
Definition of Canonical Data 
Model No issues identified 

Platform architecture and reusable 
code modules 

Platform and high level design of 
flow architecture, definition of 
reusable code modules No issues identified 

                                                 

13
 ADG is not proactively reviewing solution standards, but assesses standards on request by other teams. 

This process is working very well for CDI and many solution standards are getting reviewed repeatedly, 

therefore the process model is judged as a full match, even though it looks differently. 
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Solution Standards 

Framework component Matching DIP component Identified issues of DIP 

Document Standards 
Definition of documents and 
document standards No issues identified 

Standard set of tools 
Definition of Toolset and Pro-
gramming Languages No issues identified 

In the following the differences are described in further detail: 

Issue 7: There is no description regarding the usage of each field in the Canonical 

Data Model 

The Canonical Model defines more than 10000 individual fields which are handling all 

data for all business areas and business processes – but without any business relevant de-

scriptions assigned to them. Therefore it is very challenging for the mapping team to map 

any message to the Data Format, for example because a “customer” data object can have 

“attributes” and “references” as child data objects. However without any descriptions it is 

very hard to decide what kind of data goes into which object. 

Issue 8: There is no definition of minimum fields needed for a publish / subscribe 

mechanism 

As described in chapter 3.1.3 Message bus, a message bus usually implements a publish / 

subscribe mechanism. In order to go for this approach, it is important to define, what data 

is necessary in order to publish a message, so that subscribers can rely on receiving this 

information as well. CDI has not yet started any activity to define the relevant fields for 

such messages. 

6.3 Using the framework to resolve the differences 

As there is already a large match between DIP and the framework, there are not many 

things which CDI needs to do. The following list summarizes the potential issues that were 

identified in DIP using the framework.  

1. There is no role in the Top Management for Master Data Management (but the 

work on that is in progress). 

2. The Top Management of DIP is not in the position to decide, which systems within 

CDI will use DIP as their Data Integration platform. 

3. There is only a high-level link between documentation and code 

4. There is no Data Masking tool present 

5. There is no Data Quality tool present 
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6. There is no MDM tool present (but work on that is in progress) 

7. There is no description regarding the usage of each field in the Canonical Data 

Model 

8. There is no definition of minimum fields needed for a publish / subscribe mecha-

nism 

CDI can use the Data Integration Development Method to fix the issues highlighted above. 

In the following, it will be shown how the framework could be applied, so that CDI is in 

the position to close all gaps identified in the analysis. The following subchapters show 

based on the Part II of the framework, how the issues can be closed by taking the indicated 

steps. 

To keep the descriptions shorter and since some issues are already being addressed by 

CDI, issues 1 and 6 are not considered in the following sub chapters. In this example it is 

shown, how CDI could answer four questions based on the issues: 

 How can we use DIP as our new company wide standard Data Integration plat-

form? (Issue 2) 

 How can we improve the way we document our solution? (Issue 3) 

 How can we implement a Data Masking and Data Quality tool in order to improve 

our business? (Issue 4, Issue 5) 

 How can we improve the way we standardize our Data Integration platform? (Issue 

7, Issue 8) 

6.3.1 Requirements 

In this phase, CDI should generally evaluate if the issues represent an issue for the compa-

ny and if the closure of any of these gaps can be supported by a vision or justified by a 

business case. 

Actions to take: 

 CIG needs to evaluate, if they want to force more systems to use DIP. In case the 

answer is “yes”, they need to commit to a budget and a roadmap with realistic time-

scales for implementing it, governed from top-down. 

 CDI needs to evaluate, how big the problem of a missing link between documenta-

tion and code is (for example, if for new employees understanding of documenta-

tion and code takes too long or if fixing support issues is too complicated due to 

documentation). If CDI wants to fix this issue, it should decide on a budget and a 

business standard for the approach (should the documentation be tool based, which 
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would require skills in that specific tool, or based on Microsoft Office products, as 

it is now). 

 CDI needs to evaluate, if a Data Masking or Data Quality Tool is needed. CDI 

needs to decide how to govern these aspects from a Data Management perspective 

be creating a business process for each future tool. 

 CDI needs to decide, if the scope of ADG needs to increase to cope with field de-

scriptions for the Canonical Exchange Format, and minimum set of fields. CDI 

needs to calculate extra resources for this and also define their business standards, 

from which these data standards would be derived. 

6.3.2 Analysis 

The DIP team should analyse in detail how the scoped issues can be handled in the best 

way, by creating a high level plan. 

Actions to take: 

 There needs to be a plan how to integrate further systems with DIP without over-

loading the system or the team. Timescales need to be reassessed together with 

CDI. 

 The ADG team should evaluate available tools for documentation of code and how 

far the link between code and documentation can be automated. 

 Data Masking and Data Quality tools need to be chosen by experts of these fields. 

They need to be assessed by ADG and have to be integrated with the rest of the 

tools and processes landscape. 

 ADG needs to define the new data standards based on a clear business data model, 

which they have to develop in cooperation with operational experts in CDI. 

6.3.3 Design 

Based on the outcome of the analysis, a detailed design, including the logical and physical 

definition of the implementation is created. 

Actions to take: 

 Newly connected systems should be integrated into existing Data Integration ESB 

architecture, while following existing standards. The high level flow design, trans-

formation, translation, routing and end points need to be defined in detail, based on 
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the specific integration requirements. Test cases for verifying the correctness of the 

flows should be defined. 

 The process for the usage of new documentation tools should be designed. In case 

new tools will be implemented, a detailed design for the features, architecture, ap-

plication integration, front end, or backend database (if some database is used at 

all) should be written. 

 The Data Masking and Data Quality tools have to be assessed in details for any 

possible customisation, like integration interfaces for connecting them to the DIP 

platform according to standards defined by ADG. 

 The standards for the data model should be defined logically on a field by field ba-

sis, taking into account standardised and business-approved descriptions for each 

individual field. Each business scenario should be fully understood by the end of 

this phase, as it should also identify the minimum amount of fields necessary for 

each type of message. 

6.3.4 Implementation 

According to the results of the design phase, the implementation of all planned activities is 

being carried out. 

Actions to take: 

 The new systems are connected with DIP using the available platform tools. The 

Transformation rules should be physically implemented, the translation table 

should be uploaded to the databases, the routing rules should be deployed on the 

(development and test) ESB and the end points should be technically set up. 

 The documentation tools should be developed according to their specifications or 

installed based on the chosen product and approach. 

 The Data Masking and Data Quality tools should be deployed and connected to the 

DIP platform. Since these products can be quite complex, end users should start to 

receive training on how to correctly use them in the context of the Data Integration 

flows. 

 The physical representation (XSD in this case) of each existing data model and 

field (including descriptions and mandatory/optional constraint) should be imple-

mented and published for further use. 
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6.3.5 Testing 

CDI should verify that the requirements that were originally raised will be covered by the 

steps that have been taken and produce test evidence for each topic. 

Actions to take: 

 The integration flows should be tested internally (to validate the function according 

to design) and fully end to end, from source system to target system (to validate 

that the Data Integration requirements will be fully met). 

 The first code modules should get documented by using the new tools as well as 

read and understood by users of the documentation, to prove that the new way of 

documenting is delivering the expected improvements. 

 Data from selected flows is masked and analysed for data quality issues. The results 

should be assessed by business experts in order to validate if the tools are creating a 

reliable output and can be used to anonymize data or to improve the overall data 

quality. 

 The updated XSD should be tested on an existing flow to verify if the business re-

quirements have been correctly understood and converted into the correct descrip-

tions and set of mandatory fields. 

6.3.6 Deployment & Maintenance 

In this stage, the gap between the identified issues and the solution will be closed by mak-

ing all produced application available to the entire company as specified in the previous 

phases. 

Actions to take: 

 The integration flows should be enabled to connect the new source applications to 

the target applications. The flows should be monitored for any errors and any issues 

should be resolved by patching the individual components of the flow. 

 The new documentation method should be applied on all newly implemented inte-

gration code modules. If time permits, existing documentation should be updated to 

match the new standard. 

 The Data Masking and Data Quality tool are made available to all eligible users for 

productive usage. In case the applications show bugs or limitations, this should be 

recorded and handled using bug reports and new feature requests. 
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 The updated XSD can be used on all newly created flows. If time permits, they can 

also be rolled out to existing flows, but have to make sure first, that every flow pro-

vides the minimum number of required fields. 

6.4 Expert review 

To proof that the designed framework creates added value, two experts from the previous 

interviews were asked to assess the analysis results presented in this chapter, as well as the 

recommendations for fixing them. As the experts are working in DIP for several years, 

they are aware of the major issues and can comment on the suggested solutions. 

6.4.1 Review on the Building blocks 

In order to validate that chapter 5.2.3 Part III – Supplements can be used to analyse a real 

life Data Integration solution and to identify critical issues, one of the experts from the 

interview was asked to assess all gaps found in chapter 6.2 Differences between DIP and 

framework in order to confirm, if the gaps are valid. 

The expert was given the thesis and received a short explanation of the meaning of each 

issue. The replies for each issue were written down and agreed with the expert. To assure 

anonymity of the person, the role is not being mentioned here. 

The below text repeats the identified issues as well as the expert’s answers for each issue. 

Issue 1: There is no role in the Top Management for Master Data Management (but 

the work on that is in progress). 

Expert: “We do have a new guy, who is head of MDM since 2 weeks.” 

Issue 2: The Top Management of DIP is not in the position to decide, which systems 

within CDI will use DIP as their Data Integration platform. 

Expert: “Yes, this is true and this is a big issue. Not many people know about DIP and also 

the big competitor is another internal Data Integration system (maybe because of lower 

price). However our IT program aims to fix that and is working on a plan how.” 

Issue 3: There is only a high-level link between documentation and code 

Expert: “Correct. We try to address this with one of our internal tools. The only link is in 

the mapping documentation and in the mapping build packages which are linked together 

with hard coded links which is not at all ideal!” 
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Issue 4: There is no Data Masking tool present 

Expert: “This is true, there is no Data Masking tool, but we do encryption using SSL al-

most everywhere. Also, we don’t know what happens afterwards in other applications, but 

it is not our concern.” 

Issue 5: There is no Data Quality tool present 

Expert: “There is no tool like that and the only data quality we do is an automatic struc-

ture validation for example of country codes, when the message is being translated.” 

Issue 6: There is no MDM tool present (but work on that is in progress) 

Expert: “Correct. There is a new global MDM system being built as we speak…” 

Issue 7: There is no description regarding the usage of each field in the Canonical 

Data Model 

Expert: “This is true and currently description is in Excel sheets and almost never availa-

ble. We also try to address this with an “Implementation Guideline”. This is a document 

for each interface which we can send to the systems which DIP integrates with. This way 

they know exactly which field of canonical means what and which ones they need to fill 

mandatory for their interface to work…” 

Issue 8: There is no definition of minimum fields needed for a publish / subscribe 

mechanism 

Expert: “Publish subscribe is not part of DIP yet. We have this planned though.” 

6.4.2 Review on the Data Integration Development Method 

In order to validate that chapter 5.2.2 Part II – Data Integration Development Method can 

be used to fix issues in a real life Data Integration solution, one of the experts was asked to 

assess, if the steps proposed in chapter 6.3 Using the framework to resolve the differences 

make sense, are complete and valid steps in the context of DIP and CDI. 

The expert was given this thesis and received a short explanation of the found issues, as 

well as of the entire process as suggested in chapter 6.3 Using the framework to resolve the 

differences, and was asked to freely comment on each step. The answers were noted down 

and agreed with the expert. To assure anonymity of the person, the role is not being men-

tioned here. 

In the following, the individual feedback for each of the steps is given. The expert com-

mented directly on each of the suggested steps in each phase and gave an overall opinion 

regarding the correctness of each phase. 
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1. Requirements 

Expert: “I absolutely agree, however we will not force applications to use our service but 

to make it more attractive, but still a budget and timeline need to be planned. Documenta-

tion needs to be indeed improved, the better the documentation the less iterations, the easi-

er it is to attached countries and local applications to use our service. This implies 

descriptions on the CDM and hence enforcing data quality” 

2. Analysis 

Expert: “The analysis definitely reflects the need to improve procedure on setting up new 

Interfaces. We already started to evaluate the number of messages and it size. This hasn’t 

been done in past. Documentation should be indeed automated out of the system to ensure 

system coding is 100% aligned with documentation. Data Standards will be more defined 

using implementation guidelines.” 

3. Design 

Expert: “The Design improvements have been correctly identified and actions will be im-

plemented accordingly for future system onboarding activities. This includes implementa-

tion guidelines for data quality / data standards routing requirements and documentation.” 

4. Implementation 

Expert: “Implementations actions have been lined out correctly. Once platform tools are 

available or have been approved this will be part or the standard integration. XSD will be 

used for validation and documentation which influences immediately data quality and 

quantifying it.” 

5. Testing 

Expert: “Absolutely right newly implemented interfaces are already tested internally be-

fore approaching the application owners and will be validated against existing documenta-

tion to ensure both are aligned.” 

6. Deployment & Maintenance 

Expert: “Deployment and Maintenance will be indeed considers by e.g. updating the XSD, 

adjusting the standard e.g. to strict or to forgiving and will be documented accordingly.” 
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6.5 Summary 

The framework in this thesis can be applied to a real world solution. This can be seen on 

the analysis of DIP, building block by building block. Eight issues in project DIP have 

been identified and verified as correct by a subject matter expert from the project. 

It was furthermore described how the Part II of the framework can be used to fix the issues 

identified in this chapter. The suggestions have been verified by one of the experts from 

the interview and reviewed for correctness. The feedback did not suggest any extensions or 

changes to the framework, but was only related to details of individual steps. 

When looking at these positive results, a few questions are still open though: 

 Although the framework can identify issues very reliably, it was not proven, if it 

can identify all issues of a typical DI project. 

 The framework makes no statement, whether an identified issue is critical to the 

project or not. This needs to be analysed by the enterprise by using Part II of the 

framework. 

 The framework was only applied to one real world solution, so it needs to be prov-

en that it also works in other contexts. 
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7 Conclusions 
In this final chapter, the results of this thesis are summarized and reviewed against the aims 

in chapter 7.1 Summary of the results. Furthermore, this chapter contains a list of benefits 

resulting from this thesis. In chapter 7.2 Future work further topics for future research, 

continuation of the thesis and the framework are given. 

7.1 Summary of the results 

Table 15 below shows the goals which were specified in chapter 1.2 Goals, metrics, indi-

cators and definitions of the thesis, shows the chapter which is fulfilling the listed goal and 

evaluates if the goal can be considered fulfilled or not. 

Table 15: Overview of goals, respective chapter numbers and fulfilment 

Name of the goal Chapter number Fulfilled 

1. Describe the role of Data Integration with-

in the context of Data Management. 

2  Data Management and Inte-

gration 

Yes 

2. Describe the possible approaches to Data 

Integration in large enterprises. 

3 The landscape of Data Inte-

gration 

Yes 

3. Analyse the landscape of Data Integration 

solutions. 

3 The landscape of Data Inte-

gration 

Yes 

4. Describe the typical functionality of Data 

Integration tools. 

4 Features of Data Integration 

tools 

Yes 

5. Propose a framework for evaluation of 

Data Integration solutions 

5 A framework for developing 

Data Integration solutions for 

enterprise scenarios 

Yes 

6. Analyse relevant Data Integration solutions 

using the defined framework and propose a 

Data Integration solution for a large enter-

prise. 

6 Applying the framework to a 

Data Integration Project (DIP) 

Yes 

The following text contains a short description how each goal was fulfilled: 

1. Describe the role of Data Integration within the context of Data Management. 

The thesis described the role of Data Integration (chapter 2.3 What is Data Integration?) 

and Data Management (chapter 2.1 What is Data Management?) and showed how these 

topics may be connected with each other (chapter 2.4 The role of Data Integration in the 

context of Data Management). It was discovered that Data Integration cannot exist without 

a proper Data Management. 
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2. Describe the possible approaches to Data Integration in large enterprises. 

This goal is fulfilled (together with goal 3) in chapter 3 The landscape of Data Integration 

by breaking down Data Integration into multiple dimensions (3.1 Integration architecture, 

3.2 Integration styles, 3.4 Business2Business vs. Application2Application) and describing 

typical approaches to Data Integration in large (as well as small) enterprises (3.3 Ap-

proaches in small vs. large enterprises). 

3. Analyse the landscape of Data Integration solutions. 

This goal is fulfilled (together with goal 2) in chapter 3 The landscape of Data Integration 

by describing multiple approaches in several dimensions, which might be used by enter-

prises as approaches to Data Integration, using several sources which were not older than 3 

years. Furthermore, an overview of the Data Integration tool market as well as future 

trends are described (chapter 3.5 Data Integration market and trends). It was discovered 

that the top vendors (Informatica, IBM, SAP, Talend) all offer tools of similar categories. 

4. Describe the typical functionality of Data Integration tools. 

Typical functionality of tools in the Data Integration market were shown by doing a broad 

range analysis of the tools available from four of the top vendors shown in the Gartner 

Magic Quadrant (chapter 4 Features of Data Integration tools). The most common func-

tionalities were grouped into categories and presented, showing examples from individual 

applications (chapter 4.2 Common functionality in detail). The groups that were discovered 

are: ETL Processing, Enterprise Service Bus, Master Data Management, Data Quality 

Analysis, Real Time Integration, Data Masking and B2B Integration. 

5. Propose a framework for evaluation of Data Integration solutions 

Based on these theoretical aspects, as well as interviews with experts from the field, a basic 

Data Integration framework for messaging solution has been developed and described 

(chapter 5.2 A Framework for Data Integration based on messaging). The result is a 

framework consisting of three parts (Part I – Introduction, Part II - Data Integration Devel-

opment Method and Part III – Supplements).  

6. Analyse relevant Data Integration solutions using the defined framework and pro-

pose a Data Integration solution for a large enterprise. 

To test the framework, it has been applied on an existing (anonymised) real world solution 

to identify potential gaps (chapter 6.2 Differences between DIP and framework) and to 

propose steps in order to close these gaps (chapter 6.3 Using the framework to resolve the 

differences). To assess, if the analysis and proposed steps were executed correctly, the re-

sults have been peer reviewed by members of the project team (chapter 6.4 Expert review). 

In total, eight gaps have been identified and a process for closing them has been suggested 

and validated by two experts. 
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Benefits 

To underline the benefits of this thesis, the below list summarizes the added value: 

1. This thesis provides concise overview of theoretical aspects which form the foun-

dation of Data Integration in large enterprises. It might be used as an overview for 

someone who is new to the topic of Data Integration. 

2. This thesis provides an analysis of the features available in the Data Integration 

tools of four high ranked vendors from the Gartner Magic Quadrant and lists the 

most common functionality available in these tools. This overview might be helpful 

for anyone who is planning to start a Data Integration project (including small 

companies, as parts of these tools are for free), to get an idea what features might 

be needed, with which tools to start and how they relate to each other. 

3. The thesis provides a solid, expert-reviewed and partially tested framework for Da-

ta Integration, which might help large companies to develop, analyse and improve 

Data Integration solutions. 

4. The framework provided in the thesis might also serve as a basic framework, which 

can be extended by future research into a more solid, detailed framework for Data 

Integration. 

5. The analysis of DIP provided a list of gaps as well as a proposed approach how to 

close these gaps. This list was given back to CDI for review and can be seen as a 

practical output of this thesis. 

7.2 Future work 

In this last chapter, gaps from the framework are highlighted and further research work is 

suggested. 

What should be highlighted is that it was not proven if the framework can reliably identify 

all issues that occur in a Data Integration project. One way to prove this could be to start a 

research to collect a list of all issues that are present in another project and then compare if 

all of these issues are covered by this framework. Also, since this framework is based on 

experiences from DIP and was only tested on DIP, it is very important that future research 

will also test it on other projects, if this framework should be continued. 

Also, the DAMA framework was introduced however the Data Integration framework only 

uses a few roles from the DAMA framework in the Organisation part. Further links to 

DAMA could be part of future improvements to the framework. 
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Furthermore, the framework is aiming at messaging solutions, however other solutions 

might also be viable for large and especially smaller size companies. Integrating these 

styles into the framework, could greatly improve it and make it more usable for a larger 

audience and more scenarios. 

Lastly it should be mentioned that the framework does not suggest any concrete methodol-

ogies for solving the phases of the Data Integration Development method (which is the 

reason why DIP was not evaluated based on Part II of the framework). This could be an-

other great extension of this framework. 
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I. Glossary 
Term Meaning Source 

CDI 

“Company Doing Integration”, an anonymized 

name for a large scale company which is run-

ning a large scale IT program, including a Data 

Integration Platform (“DIP”). 

Author 

CEO 
Chief Executive Officer, highest ranking leader 

of a company 

Author 

COTS 

product 

Commercial off-the-shelf product is a software 

product, which is available for sale to public 

companies. 

Morisio and Torchi-

ano, 2002, p. 3 

CRM 

Customer Relationship Management is a system, 

whose aim is to maintain data regarding associa-

tions with customers 

Rababah, et al, 2011, 

p. 1-2 

DAMA 

Data Management body of knowledge is an 

international foundation, whose aim is to pro-

vide up-to-date information related to data man-

agement area, by offering a platform for their 

members to gain knowledge from researches, 

education and publications. 

DAMA International, 

2015 

DIP 

“Data Integration Project”, an anonymized name 

for a large scale A2A messaging bus Data Inte-

gration solution used in CDI. 

Author 

DMBOK 

“Data Management Body of Knowledge is a 

collection of processes and knowledge areas that 

are generally accepted as best practices within 

the Data Management discipline” 

Cupoli, Earley and 

Henderson, 2014, p.5 

End Point 

In the context of a messaging solution, End 

Points represent the technical link between a 

system and the Data Integration platform, for 

example in form of a file server or a Message 

Queue. 

Hohpe and Woolf, 

2004, p. 55, 56 

ERP 

Enterprise Resource Planning, software packag-

es covering multiple organisational areas, to 

integrate business processes with transactional 

data. 

Esteves de Sousa, 

2004, p. 15 

ESB 

Enterprise Service Bus, a central integration 

layer, or “hub” for hosting ETL code and cen-

trally controlling the integration of surrounding 

systems 

Informatica, © 2016b 
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Term Meaning Source 

ETL 

Extraction, Transformation, Loading, used by 

integration tools to process data from system A 

to system B. 

Informatica, © 2016f 

ICT 

Information and communication technology, an 

area that revolves around any technology that 

includes human or data interaction in form of 

communication 

Lloyd, 2005,p. 3 

IPC 

Inter-Process Communication is a method com-

ing from the Linux operating system and defines 

multiple methods of communication between 

programs for developers to use 

TLDP, 1996 

IS 

Information Systems, a network of hardware 

and software used to work with data in order to 

achieve company goals 

Azeemi, et al, 2003, p. 

738 

MDM 

Master Data Management – an area, which de-

fines and manages key data for the company, so 

called Master Data 

White, et al, 2006, p. 3 

MQ 

Also called “WebSphere MQ”. MQ stands for 

“Message queue” and is a messaging middle-

ware by IBM for secure and controlled transfer 

of data in different styles, for example file trans-

fer 

IBM, © 2016n 

RDMA 

Remote Direct Memory Access, a technology 

that allows fast read/write operations on foreign 

systems while bypassing the remote processor, 

memory, cache and operating system 

Curry, 2002, p. 1-2 

SCM 

Supply Chain Management, operation of all 

stages involved to fulfil a customer request from 

manufacturer to customer 

AELP, 2012 

TCP/IP 

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto-

col, the basic transmission protocol that is used 

in the in the world wide web. 

Rouse, © 2016a 

UDP 

User Datagram Protocol, a very simplistic and 

minimalistic transmission protocol, suitable for 

communications that do not require error check-

ing 

Rouse, © 2016b 
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Annexes 

Interview questions and full replies 

In this annex all interview questions and replies from all eight participants are protocolled. 

Since the answers of the experts could potentially be used to identify each participant, the 

answers have been randomly mixed together and are not clearly marked where they begin 

and end, however, the integrity of the answers has not been touched and any altered state-

ments are clearly marked in square brackets [].Text was only altered in order to keep ano-

nymity of DIP project. Answers which clearly stated "I don't know the answer" have been 

removed are not shown below. 

What do you think makes a good Data Integration project? 

Have a goal, have a clear plan, ideally standards will be in place beforehand like data 

standards, document standards, if you are integrating something, you should already have 

something existing and not make shit up as you go, have the right skillset, a clearly de-

fined set of tools to work with. Know what are you working to, know what you are work-

ing from, knowing that you have right skill set, right project plan, timescales must be con-

sistent to the task. If standards are not in place, then you have to have a company which 

will accept those standards [sic]. One of the biggest challenges in integration is making all 

the business units adhering to the same standards. There are good reasons for that, e.g. fi-

nancial goals, pay scales, bonuses, so their interests collide with global interests, ac-

ceptance of change is hard. On the way to putting a new system in, you might even lose 

customers.  

It is not only the staff, integration has to happen from director down. We started to include 

the directors who were responsible. We made it their responsibility for not having delays. 

This decreases reluctance of the staff, when all key players are on board. Everybody thinks 

that DI is responsibility of IT, but in reality data is owned by business, not IT. The business 

puts rubbish into the systems. So when you integrate this, IT is suddenly responsible for 

making sure that telephone fields only contain numbers and not addresses and to clean up 

the mess, but in reality the business is responsible that this doesn’t happen in the first 

place. Standards and governance have to happen first. When there is no solution there from 

begin with and IT should just make up shit then the problem will be quality. Data Integra-

tion project is not only about the data side, it is a lot about work ethics and the staff that 

will use it, most of that comes from change. 

Data Integration is about Architecture and Design of Data structure. You need a good de-

sign of platform and data architecture. They are independent, but they have some relation-
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ship. Data Integration is transformation and manipulation. And you need to process the 

data with high performance, no delays or failures. The platform needs capacity manage-

ment, performance testing, to see if your platform will be able to sustain the volume, to 

process the full volume of data. 

Many platforms have a Canonical Data Exchange Format. It’s very good for design, be-

cause it allows standardisation, instead of having random formats. If you have 100 differ-

ent types of formats, on the output you will have 100 other formats. Meaning the middle 

needs a standardised design format, so you can measure performance, volume, CPU utili-

zation, data validation on ONE standard instead of having one for each different standard. 

This gives more flexibility for future, the Canonical Format allows structuring of the busi-

ness model into one single format, which can be governed or versioned into one repository, 

which you like. Good version control is necessary to allow for parallel development in 

branches, for example SVN because it is free and very solid. Or also GitHub, you don’t 

necessary need an expensive one. 

Best is also not to keep things only in excel, Excel is dirty. Better is to use a database, or 

official repository. IBM InfoSphere for example. Data Integration is both about the quality 

and efficient design on the data structure itself and the platform on which it will run. 

The biggest challenge is that technologies are advancing very fast. But a lot of companies 

are still sitting with their old systems and for them to go from the old systems to the new 

systems is a huge task. One of the biggest troubles we have is how do you get the data 

model to work, how do you make the old meet the new, how do you make them compliant 

then. So for me from a Data Integration perspective for a framework is to give tools and 

methodologies of how you can easily bridge this gap. How do you take two heterogeneous 

systems and make them talk to each other? This is the biggest challenge. So everybody has 

to trial and error. A framework should tell them “this is what you do, you start doing A and 

B” – that is what is missing I think. Everybody has their own methodology, everybody 

gives some bullshit, but I don’t see a very robust framework right now and every company 

has to go through this, either they are bought or they buy somebody, typically this is what 

happens today. And then in every integration, Data is one of the biggest challenges, as it 

has everything to it, it defines how things work, from a legal perspective, from a financial 

perspective. For me Data Integration should be a list of steps of how you go across the 

challenge of making systems talk to each other. 

Integrate the data in the right quality, in the right time to the right price. Being designed in 

such a way that any system can be integrated without redesign and without high effort. 

Clear understanding of what you expect to achieve by Data Integration. A staged approach 

with clear scope of what is, and (even more importantly) what is not, included. Not trying 

to do too much in one go and avoiding scope creep. A well-documented plan with a lot of 

contingency for the many unknowns. Having skilled consultants, not cheap labour. 
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Having a stable integration framework with defined standards for use which will allow 

easy and automated ways of integration. 

In my opinion it is - especially in large enterprises – well written and sound business case 

because it will get so much needed support from the top management. Then it is close col-

laboration from business specialists and IT data architects for definition of business re-

quirements and its representation into master data and derived canonical data model (if 

company selects to use it). I would say it is very useful if the business and data architect 

are based in one location at least during design phase and start from core data and then add 

in details. Data architects with positive or negative experience from similar size project 

even from other company implementation is definitely a plus. 

To make customers satisfied, Customers have to specify their requirements clearly, Cus-

tomer expects that the Data Integration is an easy project, to have some backup like 4 pairs 

of servers, where everything is running in twice in case somewhere it would stop working, 

ability to react to problems and solve the problems (sometimes it is difficult to find the 

problem), problem can be e.g. that everyone talks by different language (not English vs. 

Czech, but e.g. syntax and semantic, applications are very different and do not understand 

each other, for example when one application is sending some document in specific order 

and something happens in the middle and the second application receives the documents in 

different order, it can be a problem). 

If you had to build a second Data Integration solution in another project, what 
would you change? 

Having the right tools in place. We have old versions of software, not the newest software 

being used on. We are still working on XML Spy version 2011. You should always try to 

stay up to the latest technology. Also people need to understand the tools which you are 

giving them. We never designed the canonical model properly, because we never had the 

timescales. There was too much pressure to get things out, so many things got out of the 

door wrongly. 80% of mapping are easy, however the last 20% are the ones which take 

most time. Also it does not make sense to have only one canonical model for everything, 

because changing can literally affect everything else, only adding is not a solution, because 

then the structure becomes „ghosted“. It makes sense to look at data first from a high level. 

There are [many] business operations in [DIP], the majority go through the main canonical 

model, but this is bad. A canonical model is good and reusable in other scenarios, but you 

should have less flexibility. If you have too much flexibility, it is too difficult to have gov-

ernance and standards. 

It is a big and complex project, most important is to set up standards how they should be 

and not to have half of the things according to old standards and half of them according to 

new standards. To think of standards in the beginning, how it should be. Architect should 

say how the standard look like and developer should develop according to the standard and 
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not to decide himself how the standard will be. For example someone sends multiple mes-

sages, each one in one row, someone as a separate messages and when there are thousands 

messages, this could be a problem e.g. with performance. 

I joined [DIP] after its framework has already been built but from the various source and 

comments from other integration platform within [our company]. The downside of [DIP] is 

its too big complexity as designed. [DIP] was built as quite a scalable solution with idea 

there would be separate [DIP] instance setup in eg. [CDI] regional offices. [DIP] has been 

running few years now but this idea has never come into realization […]. Personally what I 

would put more emphasis on new [DIP] setup would be clear project structure from very 

beginning as well as naming convention of [DIP] artefacts. Also would involve much more 

internal staff, there have been many contractors involved so our design processes were not 

quite followed. 

Use of industry best practices and tools that would allow message transformation require-

ments gathering and mapping a lot easier and automated. Use of such tools that would 

probably avoid need of a separate mapping team and build team. Efficient use of vendor 

partners in a better way for delivery execution which will help in quality deliverables and 

reduced cost; who could bring in industry level best experiences and practices. 

Better documented business and interface requirements. Commercial mapping tool. Busi-

ness ownership of the interfaces. Close interaction between business users and business 

analysts/mappers. Having business analysts/mappers and business users in close physical 

proximity if possible. Keeping business constantly involved with constant reviews to en-

sure not diverging from requirements. Having test plans specified by business ana-

lysts/mappers not by developers/testers. Ensuring developers and testers had full 

understanding of architecture. Creating a data model (or preferably using an Enterprise 

data model already created in the company) for each business area. Defining subsets of the 

data model for each business operation. 

Force of better documentation of the flows, governance of master data, governance and 

definition of what if the minimum data set to trigger a message, proper [monitoring] from 

beginning on, the current [master data translation] tool right at the beginning, use proper 

integration tool suite (which done not exist yet) so we can avoid using XLS, agnostic data 

model and proper canonicals, no split between MDM team and Integration. 

To be honest with you, I would actually define the Canonical Data structure better. Today 

our model is very, very generic and not based on our business, so not a business centric 

model. I would define it in such a way that every single field, every single attribute we 

define what is our business data model first. We need to define as a company “what is it 

that we want to do”. It is not always the same across companies. For me, we are too gener-

ic and we are struggling when different people want to understand it, they have very differ-

ent understandings of it. It should be easy enough to understand, but it should be relevant 

for our business. So as an example “Payment Terms”: We should make a standard which is 
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saying “what is the standard of our company in terms of, we are now prepaid / collecting 

next to the payment terms, this is our standard”. If anybody maps from the outside, they 

map from their standard to our standard. We are missing that. So I would get the data mod-

el sorted correctly first. Once you get the data model correct, integration is just “maps”. 

You know A to B, B to C, but the whole intelligence is in the Canonical Data structure. 

You will understand the business better, if you have the right model. 

I would also like to build more self-services. For example integrating is not something that 

is so complicated. People should be able to do it themselves. You provide them a Frame-

work which says, for example, if you want to send me a file, here is your data structure and 

then it just works. It should not require so much manual interference. Because it is not 

rocket science. If you have a very well defined data model and you are able to write things 

into it, then the code can automatically generate that and it should work. You don’t need a 

developer who does A to B, because today you have tools in the market which do that for 

you. We still use developers, we still have build, so I would just do a technical design and 

then everything else should be done by the tools. If you want to do a project with us today, 

you have to come to our team and ask them for it. So people are hesitant to use it, because 

they don’t know how our system works, they can’t use it, it’s not theirs. So you need to sell 

it more like “this is your integration layer, anybody can use it”. I would like more plug and 

play and self service. 

You need a flexible and reusable software that would allow us to store maps and efficient-

ly change them in the project life. Better stored relationship between the map itself and the 

mapping specification. Anytime somebody can know which map is doing this from the 

mapping spec or opposite which mapping specification is on that code. Now it’s not that 

easy, you have to go to technical design document, which is again a word document, it’s 

not so straightforward to link both of them. Either use the same tool or use some kind of 

relationship that would connect the two together. Main problem is the push by stress, we 

had to push in 1000 maps, unrealistic timescales, we did not have time to do it properly. 

Instead spend more time on the standards of the platform. We had a requirement in one of 

the interfaces to do debatching. For that project we developed a debatched method and 

send it to production. What we SHOULD have done is to build a debatch component that 

will enable to do any kind of debatching and then deploy it and apply only to that interface, 

for reusability. Spend more time on quality and flexibility, reusability. This is very basic in 

every company. Knowledge sharing was also bad in the beginning. You need mapping 

experts, database experts, network experts, system experts, architects (for platform and 

mapping), top management, mapping experts, developers, testing managers, we did not 

communicate enough, we did not spend enough time on communicating these things. It is 

cooperation and collaboration between all the subject matter experts, like knowledge shar-

ing sessions. 
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Can you name one example from the past years, what really improved in your 
project a lot? Or an example, what made it worse? 

Having directorship involved in the project. Finance director, manufacturing director. Not 

only integration team. If you have those inside, everything else will become a lot easier. 

Unrealistic timescales make things much worse. The business doesn’t really know what 

they want, also you should consider the amount of money. 

Something which improved is the Architecture and Design Group, it is a council of Archi-

tects, which assess new requests. This was a good, because it prevented from doing ad-hoc 

changes to the platform or to the data. Without looking at the overall impact and assess-

ment. Basically before, if we had a new interface request, these interfaces needed a func-

tion, which we didn’t have in [DIP]. So what happened before: One guy was told to create 

the function, one guy was told to create the interface and they just then put the function in 

the interface and RTP’d to production. Then we found out that there is this impact on the 

function, that it impacts maybe three other interfaces. If we had gone to ADG first, we 

would see that we cannot build this function this way, because it would impact three, so we 

would advise to do it that way. So the council is architects, experts of the platform and data 

that can assess together as a group, kind of what is happening in politics, like a Senat, 

Deputies and they all vote and it is the same here: You cannot simply change your Data 

Integration platform without assessing risk. So ADG is good, it is basically like a police. 

We don’t change anything without going through ADG. 

Example of what went bad: we bought a product for in memory caching. Two and a half 

years ago we knew we had problems without data translation tool, so we had lots of quanti-

ty of translation requests to properly manage. What we learned from that: Do not let senior 

management do a choice on the product, without experts, like ADG for example. Because 

what went wrong is that the product did not fit our use case, so they just bought it, because 

the product got sold with good marketing. But as it did not fit the use case, we had to throw 

it away afterwards. We lost a lot of money, time, build consulting resources, etc. So choice 

of product must be meticulously done by SMEs (Subject Matter Experts) [sic]. The product 

itself can be very good, but it was just not for us. This did not impact the project so much, 

but it was a loss of money and time, but for sure it was not the biggest failure. A far bigger 

mistake: It was a mistake to outsource to our external vendor the whole design of our IT 

program, we should have done this inhouse. Our vendor could have done implementation, 

but they didn’t do only implementation, they did the entire design, functional specifications 

and so on, all of that was there side. So we had no control over that, even though we were 

the ones to use the product. It’s like if you are a company and you are building a new car 

and it is a special car with futuristic functions with flying like that and you ask somebody 

else to design it for you and then you realise that it doesn’t do what you wanted, if you had 

designed it yourself and we basically did opposite of what we did before: Our old system 

was build inside by internal experts, knowing our own business. 
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Well in terms of improvement, one of the biggest things that we changed were in the be-

ginning people in this project thought that integration is data agnostic. They didn’t care 

about data. They said “we are the integration hub, we only do messaging, we don’t need to 

understand what we are moving, we just move A to B, we don’t need to understand A, we 

don’t need to understand the content of the messages”. This is where we changed a lot and 

started more asking for “why”. What is it that we are trying to integrate? Don’t just inte-

grate, because someone tells you “put a customer name into the street”, first try to under-

stand why. So I think we have become more data aware. There were no standards in the 

beginning, we are a little bit better now, because we have a standard way of doing things 

now, but I still think we are lacking a few things, like a proper data model. 

What went wrong is that we as an organisation struggle to define our priorities. We have 

gone through a lot of change in the last year and changed our scope a lot. This makes it 

harder for the entire team to settle. I think it is important to set a goal for a team and go for 

it. We have too many goals which keep changing. This is not coming so much from the 

team, more from the management. We never took the time to do what is strategic, we al-

ways just did what was required immediately. Data and Integration is a lot about a strategy. 

If you define a strategy well, you can get a huge value out of it. We have to do more inno-

vation and more value addition. We are always after satisfying a need, not truly innovating, 

doing something “cool”. We did not have enough scope for innovation, in one word. 

Another issue is documentation. It makes sense to document standards for example, but I 

honestly prefer to have smaller documents, which just give the right information. This is 

something a lot of companies are struggling with. All have huge libraries with millions of 

documents which make no sense, whatsoever, nobody ever reads them, they are not value 

adding. 

What else went right: New [data translation] tool and integrated push to [our database], 

documentation of all enumerations source target, proper mapping template, four eye prin-

ciple between mapping and development. 

Having a skilled SAP consultant who knew the originating application and the business 

area very well improved things a huge amount. Having developers off-shore and even 

worse, in a different time zone was bad. Having developers that did not know the business 

was bad. Having developers that were not experts in the tool used to create the mappings 

was bad. Lack of communication between business analysts/mappers and developers was 

bad. One-sided mapping (i.e. from application to Canonical message, but not E2E) was a 

major failing. Expecting that 70% mapping was a good enough to develop mappings from 

– it just meant many iterations of the map/develop/test cycle. 

Last couple of years saw a lot better management of the program, in terms of execution 

and cost effectiveness. And most importantly, all process etc were evolving and improving 

throughout. What really improved is support processes – split between technical support 

team and functional support team. What is also better defined and implemented is tracking 
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and monitoring of messages. Where I see place for improvement is not updated documen-

tation of [DIP] framework, some processes are couple years old and knowledge lies rather 

in peoples brain than on Wiki. There is also quite a lot of changes still happening in archi-

tecture, this makes supportability a bit difficult. 

Nothing what would be worse, just it is slow, mostly when we leave the standards, when it 

happens once, it is okay, but when 5, 10 times, it is a problem. 80% things works standard-

ized and the rest works as well but completely different. What became better: [revising 

standard], where most of the exceptions (the 20%) to transform to the same standards as 

the 80% working stuff. Second thing which could help – tools, mainly deployment tool, 

which would take care of environment and which version of code is used. It is already im-

plemented and soon there will be a project about deployment to production. It will make 

the projects faster and it will make the project management easier. 

How do you think does your current project compare to other current market 
solutions, like IBM, Informatica, SAP, Oracle (or any other that you might 
know)? Do you think there are any differences at all? 

[DIP] is not an end point solution. We have a good thing, [master data translation]. IBM 

supplies also one of those [tools] for 1 000 000, building our own solution made us save a 

lot of money. Informatica is an ETL Tool, only used in really large companies, because it 

is bleeding expensive. Flipside: It is really slow. Our solutions works almost like a point to 

point application, while Informatica is focussed on ETL, we more act like a very quick 

messaging bus, Informatica seems to only handle point to point really well. SAP is better 

for ERP, while we are more of a middle ware, Oracle is a backend DB. You can take data 

out of the DB and send it somewhere else. We are also using Oracle, lots of error messages 

end up in a Oracle DB. But our application is pretty standalone. Data Integration usually 

gets rid of something old to replace it something new. Informatica can take data from a 

stock exchange, from SAP into a database. The problem was they were enhancing the data 

on the way, we generally don’t do that. I was working in another company, with a different 

focus, they didn’t integrate, they just had masses of datasets. I also worked for a […] com-

pany, which kept transactional records down to [a very atomic] level, that’s mass amounts 

of data, not really used for trend analysis, it was used most for legal reasons, what they 

needed was a CRM to analyse the data and target customers based on [how they were us-

ing the services]. Most of that was just number crunching. 

I have some experience with these products [mentioned in the question], I used them be-

fore. The difference is that our product is customized to our business case, which is unique 

in the world. So there are other companies doing the same business as we do, they have a 

similar business strategy and nature, but completely different business use cases and im-

plementations, so the difference of all those products is that they address different business 

cases. In our project we couldn’t just buy something, we had to either buy something cus-
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tomized or create from scratch. If you compare SAP with Oracle for example, it’s kinda 

like you ask someone to buy a PC or a Mac, it’s the same. It is preference. Marketing and 

preference. Depends on the relationship between the companies. It looks like our company 

did not want to buy [one of the companies mentioned in the question], but they never said 

why. Maybe it was political, maybe there was a contract. There are not so much differ-

ences between the products – of course experts would tell you that there are, but if you 

look overall, they provide similar functionality, it is just one is better to somebodies eyes 

and the other is better to the other person’s eyes. It depends on the use case. For example 

for our company, [SAP] might be better than [Oracle], but for let’s say Adidas [Oracle] 

could be better than [SAP]. It depends how customized your business strategy is. 

In terms of the software, all of them provide you an integration framework to do things. 

But that is not the heart of the solution. I am going back the data model: The heart of your 

solution is what you want to do with it. In terms of the Gartner Quadrant, if you see it and 

all the companies on it, they all provide really good frameworks, some work in some com-

panies, some don’t work in some companies, some are well scalable, some not so well for 

the kind of business model and data volumes that you have. But essentially there is not 

much difference across it. People think that a software can help you define the heart of 

your project, but software is a tool. And all of those companies are just integration tools. 

So if you have a framework, they just give you a playground where you can go and play 

but how you play is what matters. Just “who plays, what sport you play”, that matters. Just 

because you have a different playground it doesn’t mean you can do whatever. This is why 

we simply use Gartner and we just ask them “who is in the top of the market right now”. 

But what really helps when we go for these vendors is that we can look, how mature is the 

software as in how people are using it. What is their customer base? What scale do they 

have? What kind of support do they offer? Because these kind of offers, once you buy 

them, you attempt to use them the next 20, 30 years. And if you buy a fantastic software 

from a small company and they don’t do their support properly and they don’t do their up-

dated properly, within a few days you are stuck with a white elephant, you can’t deal with 

it. On the other hand, you may have a software which is very good, looks good, nobody is 

using it. Then you got some more software where the enhancements and innovation comes 

very slow, then you’re back in the market for example today you do this, tomorrow you 

want to have a new feature, which the market demands, if the company doesn’t do that, 

then you are inherently behind the market. So you have to look at the software provider’s 

innovation, its scalability, his performance, his track record and in the end always: the 

price. But in the end of the day all of this doesn’t matter. Some people say product A is 

better, some people say product B is better. It just depends on what you use and what your 

enterprise has skills at. If we buy a certain piece of software and you have no talent to use 

it, what do you do with it? 

If I understand it correctly, [DIP] is a […] integration platform from supplier […], and has 

particular strength in application-to-application integration and is positioned as leader in 

Gartner magic quadrant. IBM and Oracle are very close to it so would core functionality 
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would be similar but details would differ. Since Oracle and IBM also supply database and 

OS products I would expect tighter collaboration/integration with those products there. 

Do you think that there is a technical aspect which makes your project stands 
out? 

Beautiful about our project is: It is not point to point. Point to Point limits you to the data 

structure of this one stream. But we decode a message to a generic structure. So you only 

need to manipulate one side, if one side changes and it is bleeding fast, very modular: It is 

using a simplified decorator pattern (on java architecture side), in essence, it makes it easi-

er to just put modules into a process chain. Also we are bloody fast. We support multiple 

business areas. The internal processing is the same. Companies are paranoid about „you 

must understand how this business works“. Data is data. When there are rules and regula-

tions in place, you need someone who understands data. If you have the right functional 

consultants in place, then that data person doesn’t need to understand how applications 

work, because the functional consultants will support, the business persons will understand 

the business. But not everyone understands what is clean data. You need skills from all 

areas. You need a person who looks after the data, the data architect. „If I build this struc-

ture like this, it will work how it is supposed to“, you need mappers, you have an integra-

tion architect, technical development architect and coders. „Data is like blood“: It flows 

around, you need to keep it healthy. When the blood is ill the body will die. 

This is huge project – integration of [many] countries with local applications. Regarding to 

the data it is not so huge, there are processed roughly millions of messages, it is not so 

much, for example telephone operators have to process messages from all customers, 

which are much higher. There is the backup (Disaster Recovery) in [another country], so 

when something happens […], we are able to switch over everything to [the other country]. 

[DIP] architecture and its integration aspects are quite good and scalable. 

What stands out: Size, Scope if [sic] the project, Proper Disaster Recovery, Teamwork. 

Our project is built on a complete reasonable framework. The way everything was de-

signed is that everything is a service, which you build only once. Let’s say you want a ser-

vice to convert a flat file to an XML. Build that service once and everybody else uses that 

service. So you might require this to integrate with application A and with application B, 

you don’t do it twice. So the way we have built our platform is, everything is like a jigsaw 

puzzle. If you put two, three things together, you will get one result, if you put other things 

together you get a different result. Everything is reusable. If you build a document han-

dling service, everyone can use it. If you build a service which converts everything to capi-

tal letters, everyone can use it. So the concept that everything is a service is a very unique 

factor. Most big projects with many people in different locations tend to build things again 

and again. 
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Well for the data part we have managed to represent our business case into one canonical 

model. So we were able to consolidate 100 message types into one standard, this is for me 

something special, which for example other solutions doesn’t have. For our platform, we 

designed a distributed pattern. There are two main integration patterns [for platforms] 

which you can implement: Distributed or centralized platform. We have done distributed 

and it is a big plus, because we are able to scale the platform horizontally. In a centralized 

platform, you have a central processing component and you have other nodes, so it is like a 

star schema. The problem is: if the central component fails, the entire platform fails. We 

have done it a distributed way, the more we go in time the more transaction we process. 

We have central components, but we have distribution. Let’s say you are today processing 

one million messages here, but in one month it will be 100 million. For a centralized solu-

tion, you cannot simply add another central node. You wither have to build again the 

whole thing or completely migrate the platform and turn everything off and build a bigger 

one somewhere else. In a distributed platform, you do not have to do this. You just can add 

more distributed nodes. The metadata, code, master data, error processing systems is repli-

cated though all nodes with each deployment. So basically this is only about deployment. 

All in all, this makes the solution robust and performing. 

Do you think that the right tools make the right Data Integration solution? 

Yes of course. For example, take our translation tool. We built that ourselves to our own 

needs. If you have the right staff, you can build it yourself or you can buy it off the shelf. 

50.000 to build it yourself, or 100.000 for each year, if you buy it off the shelf. However, 

from the shelf you at least have a right to get support, while internally you have dependen-

cy on your skillset. Also if there is no tool available on the market, then you have to go 

down the route to write it individually, then you also need to know exactly what you want. 

The challenge is to design a data model that doesn’t require you to know the system you 

are going to. 

I think tools contribute, for sure, but it’s not itself alone sustainable... it is not enough just 

to have the right tools. But you NEED the right tools. So for example to do a distributed 

deployment, we have the [special Database], which is the right tool to do this kind of solu-

tion (there are also others). But the right tools are not the most important thing. Like, you 

need the right people and the right expertise and the proper understanding of the business. 

What tool you buy after, is always up to you, there is always a lot in the market and there is 

always more than one option. For example, even though CouchDB [might be] a good op-

tion, MongoDB [might also be good for the same]. The tools really don’t matter so much 

as long as you have good designers, good management, good people with the proper 

knowledge. 

I think that in general: I see Data and Integration as two separate things. One feeds the oth-

er. The Data is processed by the Integration. The Integration handles the Data. It can do 
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anything with the Data. It can transform the data, it can move it around, it can manipulate 

it, like value conversion, so it is like the Data is information that your brain processes. And 

the brain is the integration that contains synapses and nerves and all that, which are the 

Data. So look at the platform: If the brain is too small, it doesn’t matter how good your 

data is, it will not get properly processed. Or when you have a really big brain, but it is full 

of bad data, or bad thoughts, it will also not produce good results. Both need to be designed 

properly, independently, but then also they work together. Platforms are about volume, 

capacity, quality, like a map that performs in 10 seconds... if you have a million of those 

every couple hours, you need to make the map much faster. You need to use the proper 

languages, like JAVA or C++. 

We have a severe lack of tools. We need to have a good mapping tool. We need to have a 

good data modelling tool. We need to have a good testing tool, which we have built our-

selves now. Again the thing is whenever you scale, tools really help you. When you want 

to ramp up, imagine if we would hire 50 more mappers into our team, we would suffer to 

train so many people. If you have a tool which provides you a standard process, then you 

just say: “here this is what we are using, this is what we do, this is how it works”. For ex-

ample now we have a release management tool, it took us five years to get to that, we used 

to manually release everything. We still don’t have a mapping tool, we don’t have a data 

glossary. So it is very, very important that you identify those key aspects, because software 

and IT is always about making life easier. If you go and get a glass of water every day 

from a shop that is let’s say 10 minutes walk, then after five days you simply keep a bottle 

of water with you, because you want to make life easier for yourself. Tools help you to do 

that. Because for example when we started we had so much trouble with our translation 

tables, now with our self-made master data translation tool it makes it so easy for us to 

make updates. Some people for some reason don’t get this. I always like lazy developers, 

because lazy developers find the shortest and the fastest way of doing things. What is real-

ly missing in the market is a good data mapping tool. Each company is selling integration 

services, but none of them offer a tool that makes documenting such maps easier. 

Our tools were build out of necessity. Where we had some problems, we built some tools. 

Like our translation tool, release management, testing automation. We always build some-

thing to cover our biggest pain points. Now that the pain is gone we should focus more on 

“how do I do my work in half the time?” Sometimes just buying a tool can save you a lot 

of money.  

[Tools are a] substantial part of [the solution] but  if not used or designed property [sic] 

tools remain tools. They help to ensure a better quality and better documented solution. 

The right tools can be sometime a bit expensive. Eg. XMLSpy, one of favourite XML edi-

tors from Altova supplier cost about 800-1000 EUR per user. It is though a very powerful 

tool with many functionalities. As for the integration framework or middleware for enter-

prise needs this has to be powerful and reliable enough to handle lots of data. Also it has to 

have a stable supplier for support in case of any difficulties and also development roadmap 
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to implement modern functionality – eg. mobility features like webmethods have. But it 

will still be just a tool. There needs to be as well good cooperation between integration and 

data architects and business users so the middleware design and data model design support 

business processes well. 

Regarding to commercial tools - yes, the tools which we have are on a very good level and 

they are important (like […] the new tool for deployment). When you have good solution 

but the tools do not support the solution, it is useless. Internal tools – we do not use internal 

tools so much but we customize the commercial tools, one good internal tool is for moni-

toring. Advantage of internal tools is, that people write them how they need and they are 

not forced to use the functionality, which they do not need. Internal tools do not have aim 

to be universal and to have a lot of customers and make a lot of money. [We also use] in-

ternal tool for monitoring entire landscape, one guy is writing code for that and his boss 

already starts thinking about to who to sell that to make some profit. 
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